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The solar industry needs consistent and reproducible
energy performance estimates to satisfy investors
and independent engineers. Even a 1% difference
among predicted energy production results can have
a significant impact on project financing and investor
confidence. However, the industry lacks established
rules and standards for using performance modeling
tools. As a result, performance estimates that different parties produce for the same project can show
sizeable discrepancies. In this article, we explore the
largest sources of variability.
BY ROB ANDREWS AND TARN YATES

40 Solar Power International
		 2015 Equipment Preview
After a 4-year absence, the Solar Power International conference and expo will be back in California September 14–17. According to conference
organizers, the Solar Energy Industries Association
and the Solar Electric Power Association, close to
600 exhibitors will be showcasing their equipment
and services at SPI 2015 in Anaheim, California.
This equipment preview article is intended to serve
as an overview of some of the particularly interesting vendors that will be exhibiting in Anaheim.
BY JOE SCHWARTZ
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52 Designing PV Systems for
		 Environmental Extremes
Have you ever wondered how integrators and engineers adapt system designs to withstand high snow
loads, extreme wind speeds or corrosive environments? After hearing from readers who asked just
that, we reached out to industry experts with realworld experience. For this article, we engaged qualityminded solar professionals who routinely design and
deploy systems subject to extreme environments, as
well as independent
engineers who have
studied the effects
of extreme environmental exposure on
system components.
COMPILED BY DAVID
BREARLEY

52

Rapid Shutdown. You don’t want to worry
about NEC® 2014. So we did.

ABB’s Rapid Shutdown units are NEC 2014 code compliant and cost effective.
This new solution strategically fits within 10 feet of the array and will shut power
down within 10 seconds or less—all without the need of extra conduit. It’s a simple
path to full compliance. This is just one of the ways that we at ABB empower solar
installers with the latest technology to make their jobs easier and the world better.
Visit abb-solarinverters.com/rapidshutdown to learn more.
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The accuracy of performance projections impacts all solar projects, from

residential systems to multi-megawatt PV plants. However, larger and more financially complex projects
create more exposure for the stakeholders. The 265 MW Mount Signal Solar installation in Calexico,
California, deploys First Solar modules on Array Technologies DuraTrack HZ v2.5 single-axis solar trackers.
Santerno inverters provide power conversion. Project partners include Abengoa Solar (EPC), 8minuteenergy
Renewables (developer), San Diego Gas and Electric (offtaker) and TerraForm Power (SunEdison YieldCo).
Photo: Courtesy Array Technologies
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THE NEW PROSTAR MPPTTM
SOLAR CHARGE CONTROLLER

•
•
•
•
•

25 Amp & 40 Amp versions
Maximum open circuit voltage of 120 V
High peak efficiency
Wide operating temperature range
Allows multiple 60-cell modules in
series on a 12 V or 24 V battery system
• Robust thermal design without fans or
moving parts

ProStar MPPT version with optional
digital meter and wire box

This mid-range MPPT charge controller is ideal for industrial and residential
applications and includes the following features and capabilities:
• Charges all battery types, including Lithium Ion

• Built-in self diagnostics

• Continuous charging and no damage from
PV array oversizing

• Highly durable polycarbonate case

• Up to 200 days of data logging

• Automatic PV-based lighting load control

For more information, email info@morningstarcorp.com or call 215-321-4457.
http://www.morningstarcorp.com/
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Industry Currents

HellermannTyton Adds 25-Year–Rated
Metal Solar Placards
HellermannTyton has added a new
product line, Metal Solar Placards, to its suite of identification and cable management solutions for the solar
industry. Metal Solar Placards are designed to meet
NEC 2014 requirements while providing maximum
durability. HellermannTyton uses a special process,
originally developed for military and naval applications, to seal metallic particles under a clear anodized layer.
Based on test results, Metal Solar Placards carry a 25-year
rating, even in direct sunlight. HellermannTyton offers

[Milwaukee, WI]

preprinted placards, as well as
hand-writable placards that
customers can fill in using an
industrial paint pen, or engravable placards where they can
engrave dark areas using standard engraving equipment. The
company offers an optional Paint Shield to protect against
graffiti or accidental painting over.
HellermannTyton / 800.537.1512 / htamericas.com / SPI booth 5701

Morningstar Introduces
MPPT Controller with DC
Transfer Switch
[Newtown, PA] Morningstar Corporation, a supplier of solar

charge controllers and inverters, has released a new 600-volt
TriStar MPPT 600V controller with an integral dc transfer switch.
Unlike 150-volt–rated controllers, TriStar 600-volt charge controllers operate across the same input voltage range as most residential grid-direct inverters. By incorporating a 30-amp double-pole,
double-throw transfer switch
into the high-voltage controller,
Morningstar provides integrators
with a new option for retrofitting
grid-direct PV systems with backup
power. When the grid is available,
the transfer switch is in the grid-on,
controller-off position and passes
PV power directly to an existing
string inverter. When the grid goes
down, the customer can use the
transfer switch to direct PV power
to a battery bank, which supports
critical loads via a battery-based
inverter. This dc-coupled retrofit
requires a battery-based inverter
with an automatic ac transfer switch
to provide power to the new critical
loads panel.
Morningstar / 215.321.4457 /
morningstarcorp.com / SPI booth 328

Pegasus Solar
Launches Railless
LightSpeed Mount
[San Jose, CA] Pegasus Solar, a provider of
rooftop mounting systems, has released its
inaugural product line, the LightSpeed Mount
Residential. The railless system is compatible
with modules with a 35mm or 40mm frame.
LightSpeed Mount Residential consists of two
aluminum components—flashing and a universal mounting assembly—and requires only
a standard ½-inch socket to assemble the
5/16-inch stainless steel fasteners. The system
accommodates
portrait or landscape orientation,
and features 2
inches of adjustability for array
leveling. The
maximum span
between attachments is 6 feet. The platform
achieves a Class A fire rating with Type 1
modules, and includes UL 2703–compliant
integrated bonding. Pegasus Solar offers an
optional wind deflector, which is not required
for fire code compliance.
Pegasus Solar / 408.638.9655 / pegasussolar.com
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Quick Rack

TM

The No-Compromise Rail-Free Mounting System

Save time and money on every installation
and sell more solar with Quick Mount PV

Quick Mount PV Quality
• Engineered for strength and simplicity
• Works with standard module frames
• Superior waterproofing with patented Elevated Water
Seal technology
• Certified UL System Fire Class Rating A, Type 1 Modules

Cost Savings on Every Job
• Quick and easy to install
• Minimal tools required for installation
• Ground up to 300 contiguous modules with a single
grounding lug

Sell More Solar!
• Pack more jobs on each truck and complete more
installs per day

Visit us at SPI!
Come see live Quick Rack demos
at booth #2910!

• Proprietary design software accurately configures the
array to ensure code-compliance
• Clean, distinctive look generates more referrals

quickmountpv.com | 925.478.8269
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SunLink Introduces Large-Scale
GMS Portrait Ground Mount
[San Rafael, CA] SunLink has added the Large-Scale GMS Portrait to its family of

HiQ Solar
Releases 208Volt TrueString
Inverter Model
[Santa Clara, CA] HiQ Solar has
added a 208-volt 3-phase model to
its TrueString inverter family. Like HiQ’s
original 8 kW–rated 480-volt TrueString
inverter, the TrueString TS208-5k75 is
packaged in a NEMA 6 enclosure and is
intended for commercial rooftop applications. Integrators can rack- or ballastmount TrueString inverters, in
any orientation, within the array to
comply with the rapid shutdown requirements in NEC 2014. Both models
feature two plug-and-play PV sourcecircuit inputs—with a maximum voltage
of 1,000 Vdc—that provide independent string-level monitoring and MPP
tracking. The inverters are non-isolated
for use with ungrounded PV power
systems, do not use electrolytic capacitors, and provide dc arc-fault protection
in accordance with NEC 690.11. The
208-volt model has a maximum power
rating of 5.75 kW within a MPPT window
of 290–650 Vdc; the full MPPT voltage
range is 200–850 Vdc. Both models
weigh in at 24 pounds.
HiQ Solar / 408.970.9580 / hiqsolar.com /
SPI booth 6348
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large-scale ground-mount systems. Mounting modules in portrait rather than landscape
allows for smaller table sizes, which you can more easily adapt to sites that have space
constraints or steep or uneven terrain. The system is capable of following terrain up to
a 20% grade, east to west, whether rolling or with a constant slope; accommodates
ungraded sites; and offers generous on-site adjustability. Made up of seven components,
the Large-Scale GMS Portrait is compatible with common foundation options and installs
without requiring on-site drilling, cutting or welding. The platform is module agnostic,
accommodating last-minute module change orders. It includes integrated bonding and
wire management, as well as a convenient locating-hook feature that allows installers to
slide modules into position, and then lock them to the purlins. SunLink offers engineering
and project management support, as well as geotechnical, post driving and mechanical
installation services.
SunLink / 415.925.9650 / sunlink.com / SPI booth 2522

RainWise Adds PVmet-75
Weather Station
[Trenton, ME] RainWise, a manufacturer of professional-grade
meteorological equipment, has augmented its PVmet family
of solar monitoring solutions with the new PVmet-75 model.
The aggressively priced, compact all-in-one unit includes
RainWise’s silicon cell photo-diode–based pyranometer, as
well as an ambient air temperature sensor and a back-ofmodule temperature sensor. The pyranometer has an accuracy of ±5%. It ships configured for measuring plane-ofarray irradiance, but is field adjustable for measuring
global irradiance. Both temperature sensors have an
accuracy of ±0.3°C, and the platform accommodates
a second back-of-module sensor as an option.
Like other PVmet series products, the PVmet-75
has a Modbus RS-485 output and is compatible with the SunSpec Alliance’s bankable data and interoperability standards.
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RainWise / 800.762.5723 / rainwise.com / SPI booth 7136

Bundles at

$0.95/W

*

Premium Products,
Low Prices.

*

Soligent: the nation’s largest solar distributor, and your trusted partner
for over 30 years.
Today, we are proud to present a premium commercial bundle for
under $1/w - modules, inverters, and racking included.

Supply is limited - Place your order today!
Our Premier Partners:

800-967-6917 I commercialsales@soligent.net I www.soligent.net
*Pricing is based on paying cash, and may be subject to change.
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Quality Assurance

Performance Modeling Tools Overview
erformance modeling tools predict
the energy a user-defined PV
system will produce in a given location,
assuming it is properly installed with
the components specified. Modeling
tools use a series of mathematical
equations to simulate power input
and output values for specific electrical components, and then estimate
PV system energy production on an
hourly basis and aggregate these values
to predict annual energy production.
Industry stakeholders rely on performance model predictions for a wide
variety of purposes: optimizing designs;
informing proposals, contracts and
performance guarantees; securing
financing; calculating capacity factor;
studying utility system impacts; and
executing energy tests. System designers, integrators, project developers and
researchers have access to both free
and fee-based performance modeling
tools to meet these needs.
Free Tools
The National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) offers two
free grid-connected PV system
performance-modeling tools, with
somewhat different target markets—
PVWatts, for residential system integrators or preliminary performance
estimates on larger projects; and the
System Advisor Model, for advanced
user groups such as project developers
and equipment manufacturers.
PVWatts. NREL released the
PVWatts Calculator (pvwatts.nrel.
gov) in 1999, billing it as “a performance calculator for grid-connected
PV systems.” The cloud-based
software platform is one of NREL’s
most trafficked websites, attracting
more than 20,000 users per month.
The authors of the NREL report
“Validation of Multiple Tools for Flat
Plate Photovoltaic Modeling Against
12

Measured Data” refer to PVWatts as
“a relatively simple PV performance
estimation tool [with few inputs]
designed to give users a starting point
for evaluating the feasibility of a PV
system.” As such, users primarily rely
on PVWatts for estimating residential
PV system performance or generating preliminary energy estimates for
larger systems.
In September 2014, NREL released
a new version of PVWatts that features
an improved user interface and moreaccurate algorithms. Whereas earlier
versions of PVWatts assumed a default
dc derate value of 77%, which notoriously
underestimated system performance, the
new version uses a default system loss
percentage of 14% and generates 7–9%
higher production estimates for fixed-tilt
PV systems. The new version of PVWatts
also allows users to select from different
weather data, use a Google Maps–based
roof layout tool, and specify advanced
parameters such as dc-to-ac ratio and
ground coverage ratio.

Based on the specified ground
coverage ratio, PVWatts now incorporates basic estimates of interrow
shading losses for single-axis tracker
systems with or without backtracking. However, PVWatts relies on
single, static annual percentage loss
factors to estimate the impacts of
shading, soiling and snow on production. Efficiency is the only module or
inverter performance characteristic
that users can define in PVWatts. By
comparison, all of the other tools
discussed in this article either include
extensive inverter and module databases or allow users to import or
manually input component-specific
performance characteristics.
System Advisor Model (SAM) NREL
developed SAM (sam.nrel.gov) in 2005.
It revises the desktop software program on an annual basis and released
the most recent revision in June 2015.
Like many of the other advanced modeling tools, SAM calculates PV system
performance using C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 1 4

C ou r t e s y N R E L
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System Advisor Model The summary window for SAM details system financial
metrics, monthly energy production, project cash flow and sources of energy loss.
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FREE

PV Commissioning and
Testing guidance book
and posters
Visit seawardsolar.com/solarpro

The all-in-one
PV test solution
Save yourself up to 40 minutes with the PV150, the only all-in-one PV
tester in the world. As a result, it’s lightning fast (Riso, Voc and Isc tests
in 5 minutes), intuitive, reassuringly safe when connected to live PV
systems and provides complete test traceability.
Performs the following tests:
4
4
4
4

Ground Continuity
Open Circuit Voltage (Voc)
Short Circuit Current (Isc)
Polarity

4 Insulation Test (IRT)
4 Real Time Irradiance
4 Panel & Ambient
Temperature
Temperature

See us at Solar Power International
September 14-17, Booth 1047

Visit www.seawardsolar.com/solarpro
or call 813-886-2775

mathematical submodels developed
by governmental and academic organizations, including NREL, Sandia
National Laboratories, the University
of Wisconsin and others. For example,
Sandia National Laboratories provides
submodels used to define array and
inverter performance. Richard Perez,
a research professor at the University
at Albany, State University of New
York, created a widely used submodel
for the complex process of translating
horizontal surface irradiance values
to plane-of-array irradiance values.
The target market for SAM includes
advanced user groups such as project
developers, policymakers, equipment
manufacturers and researchers.
When generating performance
predictions, SAM users can choose
between the simple PVWatts model
and a more granular model with
user-selectable submodels. The latter
option lets users model system production based on module- or inverterspecific performance characteristics,
as well as account for losses due to
environmental variables such as soiling or snow. The platform includes
powerful statistical analysis tools that
allow users to run Monte Carlo simulations or study weather variability via a
P50/P90 analysis. SAM also has more
in-depth financial analysis capabilities
than many other modeling tools. Users
can choose between eight different
financial models for PV systems, ranging from commercial power purchase
agreements to third-party leases.
There are several new features in
the June 2015 release of SAM, including
the ability to build and animate a 3-D
shading scene. Users can also import
detailed shading loss tables—hourly
data organized month by month—from
survey tools such as the Solmetric
SunEye or Solar Pathfinder. If snow
depth data are available, the new version of SAM can be useful: it includes an
innovative model for predicting energy
losses due to snowfall on a PV system.
The 2015 release also incorporates new
14
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HelioScope The shading tool in HelioScope automatically reduces a shaded module’s direct normal irradiance to zero in the electrical simulation, calculating the string
IV curve including mismatch and bypass effects.

energy storage modeling capabilities
for lead-acid and lithium-ion batteries
in grid-connected systems. Note that
while SAM can individually model various renewable energy technologies—
including concentrating solar power,
wind and geothermal—it cannot model
hybrid systems.
Fee-Based Tools
A variety of vendors offer fee-based PV
system performance modeling tools.
HelioScope. Developed by Folsom
Labs, HelioScope (helioscope.folsom
labs.com) is a cloud-based PV system
design tool that also simulates system
performance. Officially released in 2014,
HelioScope is a relatively recent entrant
to the modeling tool marketplace.
Its target user group includes project
developers, engineers, system designers
and sales technicians. It can model both
roof- and ground-mounted designs, and
it supports both residential and commercial system designs. While Folsom
Labs originally designed HelioScope
to model fixed-tilt PV systems under
5 MW, the company plans to expand
these capabilities. By the end of 2015, it
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expects to support array capacities of
at least 100 MW, generate simulations
for systems mounted on trackers, and
model financial performance based on
applicable incentives and utility tariffs.
Folsom Labs offers HelioScope via a
monthly or annual subscription fee.
HelioScope features an intuitive
graphical user interface that is quick to
learn and easy to navigate. Rather than
model PV systems in aggregate, like
other platforms in this article, it simulates performance using a componentbased model. It separately models each
electrical component in the system and
uses these granular data to generate a
system-level performance estimate. A
SketchUp plug-in allows users to define
near-object shading and import 3-D
models, which the program can use to
calculate shading losses.
HelioScope users start by creating a
physical layout of the PV system components layered on top of a Google Earth
image. The software uses this physical
layout as the basis for component-level
computations. Users can also export
these layouts as .dxf files to computeraided design (CAD) C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 1 6
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RESIDENTIAL SOLUTIONS THAT LAST.
THE FRONIUS PRIMO.
/ 3.8 - 8.2 kW power class selection from a company with a 70 year history in innovative power electronics
/ Design flexibility with dual MPP tracking, wide voltage window and many mounting options.
/ NEC 2014 690.12 compliant with the Fronius Rapid Shutdown Box.
/ Built-in features include Wi-Fi & SunSpec Modbus, free lifetime monitoring, AFCI, String Combiner & DC disconnect.
/ Ready for anything: Plug-in PC board technology allows for verstility in future innovations and field service.
www.fronius-usa.com

•

Follow us @FroniusUSASolar on Twitter!
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software for further refinement, which
can expedite the process of developing the construction plan set. Since
HelioScope simulations are based on the
physical layout of components, users
can quickly analyze and optimize different design decisions, such as conductor
sizes or system shade tolerance. The
meteorological database includes NREL,
SolarAnywhere and EnergyPlus weather
data; users can also upload custom
weather files.
HOMER Pro. In early 2000, while
working as an analyst at NREL, Peter
Lilienthal developed the original version of the Hybrid Optimization of
Multiple Energy Resources (HOMER)
model. In 2009, Lilienthal and the
core team that developed the legacy
version of HOMER at NREL licensed
the software and incorporated as
HOMER Energy (homerenergy.
com). In October 2014, the company

S

While HOMER
Pro software
uses a relatively
simple equation to
calculate PV array
power output, it
incorporates this
function into a
larger simulation engine capable of
modeling hybrid microgrids, which are
complex power systems with multiple
energy resources. Users can model
multiple power sources (PV, wind,
micro-hydro, fuel cells, generators,
combined heat and power), multiple
energy storage technologies ( flywheels, different battery chemistries,
hydrogen), as well as advanced loads
and efficiency measures. In a gridconnected scenario, users can also
model multiple rate schedules, utility
charges and revenue streams. The
guiding principle of HOMER Pro is to

HOMER Pro is capable of modeling hybrid
microgrids, which are complex power
systems with multiple energy resources.

released HOMER Pro, a completely
new modeling product for optimizing microgrid designs. The target
audience for HOMER Pro includes
researchers, designers and system
engineers working on stand-alone or
grid-connected microgrids for villages, islands, campuses or military
bases. HOMER Energy updates its
software quarterly and offers both
single-computer licenses and floating multi-seat licenses on a monthly,
annual or permanent basis. The
platform runs on Microsoft Windows
operating systems.

ECO-N-T makes it easy!
• Tough
• Simple
• Flexible

Solar charge controller
for 12/24 V systems

1 (520) 777-7906

Learn more at: www.phocos.com
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minimize system life-cycle costs. For
example, the software can simultaneously model hundreds or thousands
of different system configurations and
equipment options, and then sort and
present each of these design iterations according to total net present
cost. Users can employ the software’s
optimization and sensitivity analysis
features to discover how changing specific design variables—such as generator, PV array or energy storage system
capacity—impacts system cost.
Polysun. The SPF Institut für
Solartechnik in Switzerland released
the first version of Polysun in 1992
and founded the company Vela
Solaris (velasolaris.com) in 2006 to
further develop and distribute the
simulation software. Vela Solaris offers
Polysun software at two user levels:
Professional and Designer. Polysun
Professional features a wizard-guided

design interface, making it an easy-touse sales and design tool for sales personnel or installers. Polysun Designer
features capabilities such as inverter
layout and shading simulation that are
valuable to engineers, energy consultants, commissioning agents and other
advanced users. The company automatically provides users with free software
updates for 1 year, and it released the
most recent version of its software,
Polysun 8.0, in June 2015. The platform
is available for both Windows and the
Apple Mac OS.
A distinguishing feature of the full
version of Polysun Designer is its ability to model applications that combine
multiple renewable energy technologies: PV (stand-alone, grid-connected,
or grid-tied battery backup), solar
thermal, geothermal heat pump,
district heating and cooling, combined
heat and power, and so forth. Users

can generate tables showing hourly
energy flows for any component in
the system and evaluate these data to
optimize system designs. The platform integrates the latest Meteonorm
weather data, which includes more
than 2,600 weather stations in North
America. A horizon editor allows
users to define near-object shading
or interrow shading; alternately, users
can import horizon profiles from site
survey tools. Polysun includes simple
financial and sales proposal templates,
and the latest release expanded the
battery catalogue to include lithiumion chemistries.
PV*SOL. In 1999, Berlin-based
Valentin Software (valentin-software.
com) released PV*SOL, the leading
PV design and simulation software
in the German market. The company
established its US branch office in
2009. Valentin Software offers two

Measure and Maximize your
O&M is critical to the ROI of your
PV projects, and so is your
choice of curve tracer
Choose the Solmetric PV Analyzer:
• Highest accuracy and throughput
• Largest display with best array
troubleshooting features
• Database of 50,000 PV modules
• 1000V, 20A and 30A models
• 300ft wireless sensor range

solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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PV*SOL Premium Users
can build an animated 3-D
shading scene, starting
from scratch or an
imported photograph, and
carry out shade simulations in 1-minute intervals.

fee-based versions of its PV system
design software: PV*SOL and PV*SOL
Premium (which replaced PV*SOL
Expert in 2014). Compared to the
base package, PV*SOL Premium
offers advanced 3-D visualization
capabilities and the ability to model
SolarEdge power optimizers. Software
maintenance support, including version updates, is free for 1 year. The
company offers both products, which
run on Windows operating systems,
via single-user licenses.
PV*SOL Premium is capable of creating 3-D renderings. While the software’s
emphasis is on roof-mounted systems,
users can analyze ground-mounted
systems as well. The software includes
a photo-dimensioning program that
allows users to generate complex roof
pitches based on an imported picture
of the roof. It can visualize up to 5,000
PV modules in 3-D and up to 100,000
modules in 2-D. The program can model
an unlimited number of PV arrays, each
with different equipment and characteristics. The software simulates both
stand-alone and grid-connected systems
with energy storage, and includes a
mathematical model for lithium-ion
batteries. The platform integrates
18

Meteonorm weather station data;
alternately, users can upload their own
weather data files.
PVsyst. Originally developed
in 1992 by André Mermoud at the
University of Geneva, PVsyst (pvsyst.
com) has played a significant role in
securing financing for large-scale PV
systems in North America. For the
better part of a decade, US project
developers and integrators have relied
on PVsyst to generate bankable energy
production estimates for commercialand utility-scale PV systems, whether
mounted at a fixed tilt or on a singleor dual-axis tracker. PVsyst SA sells
its eponymous software, which runs
on Windows operating systems only,
via single-user licenses that include
free upgrades for 1 year. According to
the company’s literature, the platform
is “geared to the needs of architects,
engineers and researchers.”
In 2014, PVsyst transitioned from
version 5 to version 6. In addition to
allowing users to upload customer
weather files, PVsyst version 6 integrates Meteonorm weather data for
the first time. The new version defaults
to the Perez transposition model,
which generally increases energy
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estimates by up to 2%.
It allows users to model
unbalanced inputs into
multi-MPPT inverters.
The platform also features an updated system
loss diagram, which
includes categories such
as light-induced degradation, system unavailability, auxiliary or night
consumption, and light-soaking gains
for specific thin-film PV technologies.
In version 6.11, the company introduced a weather variation analysis
tool and a new page on the report for
P50/P90 results.
One of the significant differences
between modeling tools is the accuracy with which they estimate shading losses for PV systems mounted on
trackers. PVsyst version 6.10 incorporates new algorithms that more accurately model diffuse irradiance, which
increases near-object shading losses.
PVsyst users can build an animated 3-D
shading scene in a CAD-like environment to analyze near-object shading;
however, there is no way to automatically import these geometric shapes
into the program itself. Users can
manually define far-shading horizon
profiles or import these data from site
survey tools. Version 6 also allows users
to import Helios 3D files for groundmounted systems with terrain changes
and automatically generate simulated
module tables with varying tilt and
azimuth angles.
—Rebekah Hren / Solar Energy
International / Winston Salem, NC /
solarenergy.org
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By Rob Andrews and

T

he solar industry needs consistent and reproducible energy performance estimates to
satisfy investors and independent engineers.
Even a 1% difference among predicted energy
production results can have a significant
Tarn Yates
impact on project financing and investor confidence. However, the industry lacks established rules and
standards for using performance modeling tools. As a result,
performance estimates that different parties produce for the
same project can show large discrepancies.
To illustrate this issue, we provided a group of industry
stakeholders—project developers, software developers and
researchers—with the example set of PV system specifications in Table 1 (p. 22). We asked these subject matter experts
to predict system performance using whatever software
and assumptions they deemed most appropriate. When we
analyzed their results, we found a startling 13% difference
between the maximum and minimum energy predicted.
Since this 13% delta could make the difference between
whether a project happens or not, we wanted to understand
what accounts for this spread in the modeling results, and which factors have the
greatest impact on the results. To accomplish this, we compared not only the end
Accurately predicting
results, but also the individual results
PV system performance
associated with each step or simulation
in the performance model process, as
is one of the most important
shown in Figure 1 (p. 22). While these
tasks in the PV industry.
results would not necessarily hold true
for every project type and location, they
Expected performance
are reasonably indicative of the factors
informs design decisions,
that cause the largest discrepancies from
one model to another.
serves as the basis of
In this article, we explore the largfinancial models, drives
est sources of variability identified in
our group modeling exercise and dispower purchase agreement
cuss each of the factors in Figure 1 that
prices and can make or
account for at least a 1% variation in the
modeled results: global horizontal irrabreak a potential project.
diance (GHI), soiling, irradiance level
and temperature, wire losses, mismatch
losses and light-induced degradation
(LID). We also discuss incidence angle
and solar transposition effects, which can account for significant differences in modeled results even though everyone
in our test group used similar assumptions. Note that this
article is not intended as an introduction to PV system performance modeling, but rather as an aid to help experienced
modelers make more-informed decisions when working
with modeling tools. If you are new to this topic, we recommend that you first read “Production Modeling for Grid-Tied
PV Systems” (SolarPro, April/May 2010) and “Performance
Modeling Tools Overview” (p. 12).

ity,
ensitivity
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Figure 1 This tornado diagram compares the sources of variability in our group modeling exercise results. While the choice
of weather data, which determines GHI, is a major source of
variability—accounting for a 5.4% difference in the results—it
is one factor among many. The overall results between modelers differed by as much as 13%.

NSRDB SUNY

NSRDB v1

Figure 2 This figure compares weather datasets for El Paso,
Texas, and illustrates the challenge modelers face when
selecting weather data for performance modeling. In some
cases, the best approach is to model system performance
using each applicable set of weather data.

GLOBAL HORIZONTAL IRRADIANCE
performance. However, as Niels Bohr, the Nobel Prize–winGHI is the measure of the quantity of sunlight falling on a ning Danish physicist, famously noted: “Prediction is very
flat plane on the earth’s surface. There are two distinct com- difficult, especially if it’s about the future.” Weather and
ponents to GHI: direct irradiance, light that comes directly weather patterns are inherently variable. There are also
from the sun, and diffuse irradiance, light that comes from the inherent uncertainties in the weather data associated with
dome of the sky under both clear and cloudy conditions. The the accuracy of the measurement methods used to collect
quantity of GHI at a location is the starting point for deter- these data.
mining the amount of irradiance that will fall on an array. The
While modelers often have a large number of historical
weather dataset determines this value.
weather files from which to choose, the
For our group modeling exercise, we
industry lacks an established protocol
selected Santa Fe Springs, California—a
for identifying the most appropricity in southeast Los Angeles County—
ate dataset. In the absence of hardSystem Overview
as the project location. The modelers in
and-fast rules, we recommend evaluLocation
Santa Fe Springs, CA
our group used weather files from six
ating and selecting weather data
different sources to represent the solar
based on criteria such as period of
Array capacity
1.4 MWdc
resource in Santa Fe Springs. Since the
record, source and quality, represenInverters
Two AE 500NX, one AE 250NX
GHI data between these files varied by
tativeness and agreement with other
Interconnection
3-phase, 480 Vac
as much as 5.4%, the expected solar
applicable sources.
Modules
6,104 Yingli YL235P-29b
resource accounted for the single largPeriod of record. Accurately repArray
14 modules per source circuit
est source of variability in the modeling
resenting the average long-term cliArray installation
5° tilt, 180° azimuth
results. This variability due to weather
mate for a given location requires
Mounting method
Sunlink RMS
data is not unexpected, as illustrated
many years’ worth of weather data.
in Figure 2. According to modeling
According to the National Renewable
Module orientation One module high, landscape
steps outlined on the PV Performance
Energy Laboratory (NREL) technical
Array layout
30 rows of modules
Modeling Collaborative website (pvpmc.
report “Best Practices Report for the
Row-to-row spacing 4' (front edge to front edge)
sandia.gov), “uncertainty in the weather
Collection and Use of Solar Resource
Roof height
40'
data usually accounts for a large amount
Data” (see Resources), “long-term
Washing schedule
Biannual (May 22 and July 23)
of the total uncertainty.”
data can be representative of the
Weather data selection is one of the Table 1 This table details the system
climate if the period of record is at
most challenging aspects of the model- specifications presented to the industry
least 30 years. By convention, the
ing process. In effect, we are using his- stakeholders for use in the group model30-year interval has been deemed suftorical weather data to predict future ing exercise.
ficient to reflect C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 2 4

Group Modeling Exercise
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longer-term climatic trends and filter short-term interannual fluctuations and anomalies.”
While 30 years of data are available for very few sites,
some of the typical meteorological year (TMY) weather files
in the National Solar Resource Database (NSRDB) do have a
period of record approaching 30 years. The TMY2 and TMY3
data for Class I sites generally have a period of record of 27
and 24 years, respectively. Though the total period of record
in both cases was 30 years, analysts eliminated certain years
from consideration due to volcanic activity.
The length of the period of record is an important metric for selecting weather data, but it is not the sole consideration. Satellite datasets generally have a period of record
from 1998 to present. While this is shorter than the period
of record for TMY weather files, the quality of these data is
more consistent across its time span.
Source and quality. It may surprise some people to learn
that more than 90% of the irradiance data contained in TMY
weather files is not the result of direct measurements, but
is instead modeled data based on records such as observed
cloud coverage and satellite-derived irradiance. Further,
not all TMY data are created equally. TMY3 data, which are
most recent and commonly used, are categorized into three
Visit us
at the
SPI
Show
Booth
420

classes that reflect the certainty and completeness of the
data, with Class I (221 sites) the most certain, Class II (637
sites) less certain and Class III (596 sites) containing incomplete data.
In addition to TMY files, modelers also have access to
satellite-derived irradiance and data measured from other
ground-based sensor networks. Measured data can have a
very high accuracy, provided the measurement unit is properly maintained. Satellite data have consistent quality but
are characterized by bias error. Typically, you can achieve
the lowest uncertainty in weather data by using shortduration ground measurements to de-bias a long-term satellite dataset.
Representativeness. You can also screen meteorological data
based on how well the location where the station recorded
data represents the project site. In other words, you are looking
for a station where the weather matches or closely approximates
that of the site, which is generally a function of characteristics
such as proximity, elevation or microclimate.
While distance is generally a good indicator of representativeness, it is not necessarily the deciding factor. For
example, a weather file from a station many miles away may
provide a reasonable representation of the average long-term

Snake Tray® Cable Management
S
ffor Solar Installations
R
Revolutionary
cable pathways drastically cut installation times to lower
construction costs!
c

Snake Tray products
have built-in mounting
hardware and nest
together for cost-effective
shipping and handling.
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Product

conditions at a site in a sunny region with low
weather variability. Meanwhile, data from a
station in closer proximity may not accurately
represent site conditions if a mountain or valley separates these locations, if they have a different relationship to a large body of water or
if they are at different elevations. The 2009 edition of the ASHRAE Handbook—Fundamentals
warns, “It is especially important to note the
elevation of locations, because design conditions vary significantly for locations whose elevations differ by as little as a few hundred feet.”
The same principles apply to satellite
data. You should review data not only for the
resource grid cell that contains the project site,
but also for neighboring cells. This is especially
true when the cell that contains the project
site covers varying terrain, such as the transition from a mountainous region to a plain, as
shown in Figure 3, or when a large portion of a
cell covers a body of water.
Agreement with other sources. After identifying all the applicable sources of weather data,

_MountingSystems_1508.indd 1

Figure 3 When using satellite weather data, pay attention to physical
features within grid cells. If a site is located in a cell with a large body
of water or significant elevation changes—as shown in this Solar
Prospector screen capture—data from an adjacent grid cell may better
represent the climate at the project site.
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you should compare the annual and monthly values for GHI,
direct normal irradiance (DNI) and ambient temperature
across all files. This comparison should expose any outliers
in the available datasets. Should you identify an outlier in
a monthly value, consider whether it is an accurate representation of the climate at the project site or a phenomenon
specific to the location where you recorded the weather data.
Also consider whether the file contains erroneous data.
After taking these factors into account, you may find one
weather data file that is clearly a better choice than any of
the others. You may also find that you are left with a list of
files, each of which is potentially applicable to the site. A reasonable approach in the latter case is to select the weather
data that best represents the average of the remaining files.
Typically, the best approach is to model system performance using each applicable set of weather data, as this
will best represent the possible performance range. Janine
Freeman, an energy systems modeling engineer at NREL,
elaborates: “We recommend that users run all available
weather data for a site, including any nearby TMY3 or TMY2
station data, the underlying historical data, gridded TMY
or year-by-year data, data measured on-site and data from
nearby measurement networks.”

Since determining soiling rates is beyond the scope of this
article, we recommend that you review the industry literature for additional guidance on the topic. (See “Impacts of
Soiling on Utility-Scale PV System Performance,” SolarPro,
April/May 2013.)
If the site is subject to known seasonal soiling effects—
such as pollen, snowfall or an extended dry season—you
should model these impacts using monthly soiling values
rather than an annual aggregate. This will ensure that the
model properly accounts for whether the losses occur during high- or low-irradiance periods of the year. Snowfall, for
example, can have a large effect on system performance in
snowy regions, where a low-angle commercial rooftop system could lose the majority of production in winter months.
Though snowfall was not relevant to our group modeling
exercise, snow soiling loss calculations can have a large
impact on performance model outcomes (see “Modeling
Losses Due to Snowfall,” p. 28).
IRRADIANCE LEVEL AND TEMPERATURE
The next largest sources of variability in our group modeling exercise were associated with irradiance level and temperature losses. In both cases, results varied by as much as
3.4%. While a number of factors affect these losses, module
characterization and thermal model in particular have a significant influence.
Module characterization. The efficiency of a PV module varies with both irradiance and temperature. It is not uncommon, for example, for a module to be 2%–5% less efficient at
200 W/m2 than it is at 1000 W/m2, depending on the module, which is why we often refer to irradiance level losses as
low-light losses. Similarly, elevated temperatures may reduce
module efficiency by 10% or more. Module characterization
refers to a set of module-specific parameters that performance modeling software uses to calculate PV module performance at varying levels of irradiance and temperature.
As shown in Table 2, module characterization data
requirements vary according to software platform and
PV performance model. The most C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 3 0

SOILING
Soiling losses were the second largest source of variability in
our group modeling exercise, and with good reason. Due to the
unpredictability of soiling mechanisms, correctly accounting
for how soiling affects performance is a complex task. Soiling
effects vary based on a host of local and environmental factors, including precipitation amount and frequency; dew
characteristics and wind patterns; cleaning schedule; snow
clearing allowances; proximity to sandy locations, agriculture,
pollinating plants or certain types of industries; and so forth.
When modeling PV system soiling losses, you should consider performing a scenario analysis. This process requires
that you identify and model multiple scenarios—making different assumptions about soiling rates and array cleaning,
for example—and then assess project profitability for each
case. Scenario analysis helps you understand project
vulnerability as it relates to seasonal soiling fluctuations and identify the break-even point with regard
to array cleaning.
Common PV Performance Models
For best results, select soiling rates that represent the daily decrease in PV system efficiency. For
Model
Software platform
Module characterization data
example, a 2010 study by the Center for Renewable
PVsyst single-diode model
HelioScope, PVsyst
PAN file
Resource Integration at UC San Diego (see Resources)
CEC performance model
PV_LIB, SAM
CEC module database
found that soiling losses in California generally
Sandia performance model
PV_LIB, PVsyst, SAM
Sandia/TÜV module database
average 0.051% per day, but were higher for arrays
with a low tilt angle (under 5°). Most soiling losses Table 2 This table describes models that performance modeling
“aggregate linearly with time” in between rain events software platforms commonly use to predict the power output of a PV
of sufficient magnitude to naturally clean the array. cell, module or array.

Common PV Performance Models
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Modeling Losses Due to Snowfall
n some locations, snowfall is one of the most critical
aspects of PV system performance and production
modeling. Ontario, for example, not only has a high-value
solar feed-in tariff program ($0.27–$0.38 per kilowatt-hour,
depending on installation location and system capacity),
but also has significant yearly snowfall averages (30–130
inches). The industry’s tendency to use increasingly higher
dc-to-ac sizing ratios—up to 1.8 in some cases—amplifies
snow losses by increasing the relative amount of energy
produced in winter. Array oversizing results in inverterpower limiting during summer months, which means that
project profitability is more dependent on wintertime yields.
A fortunate aspect of snow soiling is that these losses
generally occur at periods of low insolation: PV modules
Snow losses Unlike most soiling losses, which aggregate linare generally covered with snow when the days are shortearly over time between rain events, snow soiling losses can be
est. Snowfall losses are unlikely to occur during on-peak
persistent and difficult to predict.
pricing periods in time-of-use markets. The downside of
snow soiling is that these losses can be very persistent
implement in Microsoft Excel and can provide a good initial estiand can lead to significant energy losses. This is espemate of snowfall losses. It predicts monthly snow soiling losses
cially true for commercial rooftop systems with a low tilt angle.
based on monthly snowfall amount, number of snow events,
To properly account for snow soiling effects, you need to
humidity, air temperature, insolation, array tilt angle, row length
use monthly rather than annual loss factors. Assuming you
and drop height to roof or ground surface. Since the model
can supply these monthly values, most performance modeling
was derived from locations receiving more than 200 inches
packages correctly model snow losses. While none of the stanof snowfall per year, it loses some sensitivity in regions with
dard packages currently integrates a model for predicting snow
loses, Table 3 includes three published models—the Townsend, lower snowfall amounts.
Marrion model. The Marrion model is published in Solar
Marrion and Andrews models—that you can use, with varying
Energy (see Resources). The model derives from data for six PV
degrees of difficulty, to predict snowfall losses. Note that the
systems in Colorado and Wisconsin. It uses hourly air temreported mean bias error (MBE) of these models is likely lower
perature and plane-of-array irradiance values to predict when
than their practical accuracy. To date, the industry has only
and how far snow slides off an array, and uses these results to
tested the three published models against the data used to
calculate the system’s fractional energy output. Because the
derive them, which does not account for differences in climate,
Marrion model tracks many historical parameters, it is more
mounting method or snow type.
complex to implement in Excel, likely requiring scripting.
Townsend model. The Townsend model is published in the
Andrews model. The Andrews model is published in the
2011 Photovoltaic Specialists Conference (PVSC) proceed2012 PVSC proceedings (see Resources). It is a purely empiriings (see Resources). BEW Engineering (now DNV GL) derived
cal model that you can tune using data previously collected
the model from data for two test sites. The model is easy to
from similar sites. Project developers can use data from fielded
systems with this model to predict snow losses for new sites.
In addition to these peer-reviewed models, there are also a
variety
of individual or informal approaches to modeling snow
Table 3 This table details the implementation
effects. For example, a common guideline is to assume that
requirements and reported accuracy of different snow
commercial rooftop systems with a low tilt angle output no
loss models.
power during periods when snow is predicted to cover the botModel
Implementation
Reported accuracy
tom edge of the modules. While this is obviously a conservative
Townsend
Excel
1.4%–4.4% (MBE)
model, it can represent real-world performance in some cases.
Marrion
Scripting
0.2%–1.6% (MBE)
It is important, therefore, to understand the possible economic
Andrews
Scripting
0.5%–1.5% (MBE)
impacts of these losses. {

Snow Loss Models
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common is the PVsyst version of the single-diode model,
which uses five parameters to describe module performance
at standard test conditions (STC) and an additional set of
parameters to predict performance at changing irradiance
and temperature conditions. PVsyst uses module characterization files with a .pan extension. While manufacturerprovided PAN files characterize the majority of modules
in the PVsyst database, you can also import third-party–
verified PAN files.
Third-party–verified PAN files include data based on the
results of laboratory testing to IEC 61853-1, which describes
module performance based on an extended range of irradiance and temperature conditions. An independent engineering firm or testing laboratory then adjusts or tunes a
module’s default PAN file parameters, via a complex mathematical process, until modeled performance matches the
curves measured in the laboratory as closely as possible.
In theory, independently verified PAN files better
predict real-world performance than default parameters
in the PVsyst database. However, the consistency of these
results still leaves room for improvement. Cliff Hansen, a
technical lead at Sandia National Laboratories, notes: “To
my knowledge, there has not yet been a comprehensive

comparison study between these laboratory methods.”
There is also anecdotal evidence that multiple PAN files
exist for some modules, and that the differences between
these data are significant enough to influence design decisions or project bankability.
To illustrate the sensitivity of performance modeling
results to module characterization, we carried out two
tests. For the first test, we compared energy predictions
between the single-diode model and the Sandia model, and
found that results differed by an average of 1.2%. For the
second test, we compared energy predictions for a specific
PV module using a third-party–verified PAN file on the
one hand and a PAN file derived from the Photon database
on the other; in this case, we found that using laboratory
testing data increased the predicted energy production by
3.25%. In both cases, the predictions vary primarily due
to differences in low-light performance and temperature
coefficient effects.
Though module characterization based on laboratory
testing may not be perfect, these data are likely an improvement over files derived from module datasheets. Therefore,
we recommend that you use module data from the manufacturer as a starting point for performance predictions.
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Wherever possible, check your initial results against those
generated using files verified by a qualified third-party testing laboratory. While some concerns remain about the accuracy of these methods, this is currently the best approach.
As the industry develops, module performance characterization methods are likely to change. “The model is not as
important as the outcome,” explains Joshua Stein, a PV system analyst at Sandia National Laboratories. He continues:
“We need a set of standard test cases, with known outcomes,
that can serve as the basis for calibrating and evaluating
module performance models.” At the end of the day, what
really matters is that the model be able to reproduce physical data with a high degree of accuracy. Stein envisions a
future where PV models take in a set of training data (in the
form of an IEC 61893-1 table or something similar) and use
these data to directly model module performance without
the abstraction of a PAN file or module characterization
parameters. According to Stein, “It might turn out that the
most accurate model is an interpolation between measured
points in a performance matrix.”
Thermal model. Temperature losses strongly depend not
only on module characterization but also on the thermal
model within the software platform. The thermal model

calculates cell temperature based on ambient temperature
and incident irradiance from the weather file, as well as user
inputs related to mounting system configuration or module
construction. You are most likely to use the PVsyst or Sandia
thermal models.
Most modeling platforms provide default thermal-model
inputs, like those in Table 4 (p. 32), intended to represent
open rack–mounted or flush-mounted modules. However,
limited published information is available about how you
should change these factors based on tilt angle or mounting
distance off the roof. We specified a roof-mounted PV system
with a 5° tilt for our group modeling exercise that is especially
tricky to model. The modeler must decide whether to treat
the system like a flush-mounted PV system with limited air
circulation under the array or like an open rack–mounted
PV system. The majority in our group exercise chose the latter option, which models system performance with free airflow under the modules.
To illustrate thermal model sensitivity, we ran a control
study on the group modeling exercise system where we held
all parameters constant except for the inputs to the thermal
model. This exercise yielded a couple of important takeaways
(see Table 4, p. 32, for detailed results). First, choosing between
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Thermal Model Inputs
Thermal loss model

Module mounting

Inputs

Losses

PVsyst

Default option: free-mounted modules with air circulation

U0=29, U1 =0

−5.8%

PVsyst

Default option: semi-integrated with air duct behind

U0=20, U1=0

−9.4%

PVsyst

Alternate input: open rack–mounted system

U0=25, U1=1.2

−5.9%

PVsyst

Alternate input: low-tilt or flush-mounted system

U0=20, U1=1

−7.9%

Sandia

Default option: glass, cell and polymer module type on open rack

a=−3.56, b=−0.0750, ∆T=3

−5.6%

Sandia

Default option: glass, cell and polymer module type with insulated back

a =−2.81, b=−0.0455, ∆T=0

−13.8%

Sandia

Default option: glass, cell and glass module type, close roof mount

a=−2.98, b=−0.0471, ∆T=1

−11.6%

Table 4 This table describes the default PVsyst and Sandia thermal model inputs, as well as two custom sets of PVsyst model
parameters recommended by independent engineers with performance modeling expertise.

the default values for open rack or flush mounting has a large
impact on the results. For example, there is a 3.6% difference
between the default PVsyst options and an 8.2% difference between the default Sandia options. Second, the Sandia
thermal model provides only two sets of parameters for a
glass, cell and polymer PV module type: an open-back option
and an insulated-back option. Since the latter is intended to
represent building-integrated PV modules, it predicts thermal losses significantly higher than those of any other input

options. You should definitely not use this insulated-back
option to model a roof-mounted system with a low-tilt angle;
it is also probably not the best option for modeling flushmounted PV systems.
Whenever possible, it is prudent to check modeled data
against measured data for systems using similar mounting
methods. In this manner, you can optimize thermal model
input parameters and determine the proper values to use for
future projects.
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 3 4
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Effective Annual Wire Losses

WIRE LOSSES
Somewhat surprisingly, wire losses
Percentage of high-irradiance
Average annual
Effective wire
accounted for a large discrepancy in
2
2
Location
(>800
W/m
)
operating
hours
irradiance
(W/m
)
losses
(VD %)
the modeling exercise results, with differences in ac- and dc-side losses of
Seattle
6.6%
537
1.0%
2.0% and 0.7%, respectively. It is not
Atlanta
10.7%
604
1.2%
difficult for software to model wire
Phoenix
21.6%
708
1.4%
losses. Rather, these results reflect the
fact that the modelers made different Table 5 This table details the effective annual dc wire losses—modeled hourly
assumptions about allowable wire loss in HelioScope—for a PV system designed for 2% voltage drop at STC. (See
levels, and that modeling tools account “Reassessing DC Voltage Drop Conventions,” SolarPro, May/June 2015.)
for wire losses in different ways.
Some performance modeling tools use a fixed loss fac- 5. If you are using this type of tool, a good rule of thumb is
tor, based on a static value that you supply, to calculate to decrease the STC wire loss value by about one-third and
wire losses. Other tools ask you to supply wire loss values at use this lower value for performance modeling purposes. For
STC and calculate wire resistance based on this input; the instance, if your design standard calls for 1% wire losses at
software then uses this resistance value in its hourly perfor- STC, you should use a wire loss input of 0.66% with fixedmance calculations to account for the fact that wire losses value modeling tools, as this will better represent the effecvary dynamically under different operating conditions. tive annual losses.
These static and dynamic modeling approaches produce difMISMATCH LOSSES
ferent end results.
Specifically, modeling platforms that apply a fixed value Mismatch losses were another significant source of varifor wire losses overestimate actual losses, as shown in Table ability in our group modeling exercise results. These
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losses generally relate to the modelers’ assumptions
about the amount of variability between PV modules in
the system, which is a function of module nameplate tolerance, module binning or grouping in the field and so
forth. Participants in our study set mismatch losses anywhere from −0.3% to −2%.
Most high-quality PV manufacturers now offer factorygate flash testing and positive-tolerance module binning.
With modules positively binned in 5-watt increments, for
example, individual flash-test results for a batch of 240 W
modules vary from 240 to 244.9 watts. Similarly, flash-test
results for a batch of 245 W modules vary from 245 to 249.9
watts. This is relevant to performance modeling because
these slight differences in PV module characteristics lead to
mismatch losses in the field.
The two sources of mismatch losses are current mismatch
and voltage mismatch. Current mismatch losses result when
the module that produces the least amount of current limits
the current in a PV source circuit, reducing its overall efficiency. Voltage mismatch losses result from the fact that each
MPPT circuit operates at a single voltage, which is invariably
higher or lower than the true MPP for some individual source
circuits. Voltage drop differences within an array based on
the relative length of individual PV source- and output-circuit
conductors exacerbate voltage mismatch effects.
Developers can reduce mismatch losses by having manufacturers sort and group modules based on power or current
tolerances. Alternately, installers can sort and group modules
in the field based on these characteristics. Ideally, modules within a source circuit have matched current characteristics, and modules within an MPPT circuit have matched
voltage characteristics. Since module sorting has obvious
logistical challenges, you should choose a mismatch factor
when modeling that realistically represents the level of on-site
sorting you anticipate.
Quantifying the exact impacts of current and voltage
mismatch is beyond the scope of this article. However,
PVsyst allows you to input the actual variance within a batch
of modules, and then uses a sophisticated algorithm to iteratively simulate various combinations of module characteristics to derive an average mismatch loss value for the array.
This algorithm does not account for any on-site sorting that
could further reduce mismatch losses. HelioScope provides
an even more detailed assessment of mismatch effects based
on the fact that it models each module individually, which
can allow you to optimize system layout to minimize these
losses. (See “Quantifying the Impact of Module Binning,”
SolarPro, December/January 2014.)
LIGHT-INDUCED DEGRADATION
LID was the last significant source of difference in our group
modeling exercise, accounting for a 1% spread in the results.
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Figure 4 Some manufacturers can provide third-party verified productspecific incident angle modifier settings upon request, such as these test data
from PV Evolution Labs (now DNV GL).

INCIDENCE ANGLE
Not all the incident light on the surface of a
PV module is transmitted to the cells; a certain percentage of incoming light reflects off the encapsulation materials. This percentage is dictated by the angle
of incidence in accordance with Fresnel equations. Due
to the complicated nature of these calculations, performance modeling tools usually employ a simplified model
to determine reflection losses, with the ASHRAE model
the most common method. To simplify calculations, this
model uses a derate factor or modifier—the incidence
angle modifier (IAM)—based on the angle of incidence.
The ASHRAE incidence angle modifier model shown in
Equation 1 requires inputting a single parameter, b0 .
IAM = 1 – b0 × (sec ∆1 − 1)				[1]

The default PVsyst value for b0 is 0.05. However, the
authors of “Modeling the Incidence Angle Dependence of
Photovoltaic Modules in PVsyst” (see Resources) describe a
method of optimizing this value by comparing results from
a rigorous physical model with results from the ASHRAE

model for modules with and without anti-reflective (AR)
glass. These published results indicate that while a b0 value
of 0.05 is appropriate for modules without AR glass, a
value of 0.04 is more appropriate for modules with AR glass.
The report also notes that the optimized value for b0 can vary
by location, based on climate and latitude.
To more accurately represent IAM profiles, manufacturers have begun to rely on third-party laboratory testing,
such as the example shown in Figure 4, to characterize their
modules. The result of this testing is a series of IAM values
at different angles of incidence that you can use to create a
IAM curve. These user-defined profiles typically result in an
increase in the estimated performance when compared to
the default option, as shown in Table 6.

SOLAR TRANSPOSITION
Most historical weather files contain some combination of
global horizontal, direct normal and diffuse horizontal irradiance data. Since PV systems are generally not oriented
horizontally but rather at a specific tilt and
azimuth, irradiance in the plane of the array
differs from the irradiance values recorded in
Model input
Fixed-tilt (5°) system losses Single-axis tracker losses
historical data. Therefore, you need a solar
−3.2%
−2.2%
b0 = 0.05
transposition model to determine irradiance
−2.6%
−1.8%
b0 = 0.04
in the plane of the array.
Custom profile
−1.5%
−1%
Solar transposition can introduce a large
amount of error in performance models,
although the magnitude of error is not easy
Table 6 This table shows the results of a controlled study on the effects of IAM
settings on predicted performance for a fixed-tilt array with a low tilt angle and
to quantify. While solar transposition is genan array mounted on a single-axis tracker. (Tracker system results assume back- erally thought of as a single modeling step,
tracking, ground-cover ratio of 33%, and a rotational limit of ±45°.)
it actually consists of three distinct steps:

Comparison of IAM Model Inputs
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Incidence angle modifier

With the exception of PVsyst 6, most performance modeling tools do not specifically
calculate LID losses. Nevertheless, LID is a
well-documented phenomenon occurring in
crystalline silicon PV modules that results
in a decrease in output power after a short
period of sun exposure. The default loss factors for LID—2% for monocrystalline silicon
and 1.5% for polycrystalline silicon—are
generally conservative. Note that these loss
factors are specific to p-type silicon cells;
n-type silicon cells typically experience minimal to no LID losses. To properly account
for LID, you should obtain the loss factor
from the module manufacturer. Ideally, an
applications engineer can provide a loss factor that third-party test data backs up.

diffuse irradiance calculation, diffuse irradiance transposition and beam irradiance transposition.
Step 1: Diffuse irradiance calculation. The first transposition step separates GHI into horizontal beam and horizontal diffuse irradiance based on assumptions about the local
atmosphere. Diffuse irradiance calculations generally use a
clearness index factor that represents the ratio of measured
irradiance to irradiance at the edge of the atmosphere. A
variety of models can calculate this factor reliably. This modeling step is required for datasets that include GHI data only;
most weather data include a diffuse irradiance value.
Step 2: Diffuse irradiance transposition. The second step
translates diffuse light, which is not fully directional, into
plane-of-array (POA) irradiance via empirical models that
are also dependent on assumptions about the local atmosphere. Since diffuse light is quasi-directional, diffuse irradiance transposition is relatively complex. In general, diffuse
transposition models can account for three diffuse irradiance components: isotropic irradiance, circumsolar irradiance and horizon brightening. Isotropic irradiance originates
from a diffuse emitter, such as thick clouds, and has the
same brightness in all directions. Circumsolar irradiance is
forward-scattered irradiance originating from around the
solar disk, and it has a component of directionality even

though it has a spread greater than 5°. Horizon brightening
accounts for the fact that diffuse irradiance from the region
near the horizon is brighter than it is from the remainder of
the sky dome.
The two most common diffuse irradiance transposition models are the Perez and Hay-Davies relations. The
Perez model accounts for all three diffuse irradiance components. The Hay-Davies model accounts for only the isotropic and circumsolar components in a simplified manner.
Since the combined effects of these components depend on
complex atmospheric properties, researchers generally use
tuned empirical models to translate diffuse irradiance to
a tilted plane. For example, the Perez model uses multiple
empirical look-up tables that you can tune for different
climates. Most commercial modeling packages use a set
of coefficients derived in 1990 that are intended to provide the best performance over a variety of sites. However,
there are as many as 12 sets of coefficients tuned to specific
climate conditions.
Step 3: Beam irradiance transposition. This transposition
step translates beam irradiance, which is highly directional,
into POA irradiance. Since beam irradiance travels from the
sun in a straight line, geometric optical equations can translate this into POA irradiance with a high degree of accuracy.
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Weather data
Figure 5 Group modeling exercise participants used weather
data from six sources to predict system performance. Even
when modelers use the same weather data, yield (kWh/kWp)
estimates still vary by as much as 7% due to different derate
factor assumptions.

Irradiance on a tilted surface is a product of the direct normal irradiance and the cosine of the angle between the surface normal and the solar vector. This is why angular losses
are sometimes referred to as cosine losses.
Because solar transposition models make assumptions
about local atmospheric conditions, the overall accuracy of
the results can vary based on geographic location. A model
that is accurate at one location is not necessarily accurate
in a different climate. Some transposition models allow you
to adjust atmospheric conditions—Linke turbidity, ozone
concentration, precipitable water and so forth—which can
increase the model’s sensitivity across climates. However,
you generally do not have access to these variables for different sites.
Since everyone in our modeling exercise used the Perez
transposition model, the spread in those results was relatively low. It is important to recognize that transposition
models are potentially one of the largest sources of error in a
system model. Whenever possible, you should use recorded
POA irradiance data to model system performance, as this
eliminates the solar transposition modeling step entirely
and therefore the error associated with this step. This is
especially true when the goal of modeling is to optimize system performance.
MODEL APPROACH
This is by no means a comprehensive guide to performance
modeling. Rather, we have provided an overview of and perspective on some fundamental considerations. A few variables—meteorological data, temperature modeling and
38
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module characterization—have a large effect on predicted
performance. Equally important, however, are the many
other variables that add up over the course of a simulation, as
illustrated in Figure 5.
The authors of the NREL report “Validation of Multiple Tools
for Flat-Plate Photovoltaic Modeling Against Measured Data”
(see Resources) elaborate: “Expert PV modelers may have the
data and experience to make more-accurate loss assumptions
for a given system; however, the data to make informed derate
assumptions is lacking in the industry as a whole. Because
derates can have such a large effect on the accuracy of energy
predictions, improving derate assumptions is a prime opportunity for the industry to reduce PV modeling error.”
As a modeler, you must consider each performance
model variable and optimize model inputs based on the
best available assumptions. Further, you should validate
these assumptions based on field data whenever possible.
Finally, remember the words of the famous statistician
George E. P. Box: “Essentially, all models are wrong, but some
are useful.”
g C O N TAC T
Rob Andrews / Heliolytics / Toronto, ON / rob.andrews@heliolytics.com /
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fter a 4-year absence, the Solar Power
International conference and expo will be
back in California September 14–17 this
year. According to the conference’s organizers,
the Solar Energy Industries Association and the
Solar Electric Power Association, close to 600
exhibitors will be showcasing their equipment and services
at SPI 2015 in Anaheim, California.
This equipment preview article is intended to serve as an
overview of some of the particularly interesting vendors that
will be exhibiting in Anaheim. This list includes equipment

that SolarPro’s editorial team noted at Intersolar North
America in July, as well as products that will be on display or
launched at SPI 2015. This vendor list is by no means comprehensive, but it will help solar professionals narrow their
research on the expo floor, or online if you are not attending
the event.
For those of you reading this article at the conference,
I have included booth numbers for each of the companies
profiled. If a product or service described here looks like it
could provide a solution for you, I encourage you to walk on
over to the company’s booth and learn more about it.

Solar Power International
2015 Equipment Preview

C ou r t es y B or re g o S o l ar S y st em s

By Joe Schwartz

SPI 2015 This September, the Anaheim
Convention Center will once again host
the Solar Power International conference and expo. Borrego Solar Systems
installed a 2.372 MWdc array of Yingli
Solar modules that covers 300,000 square
feet of the convention center’s rooftops.
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ABB Booth 4507

ABB’s acquisition of Power-One in 2013
vaulted the vendor into the number
two position for inverter market share
in the US. Since then, the company has
continued to expand and refine one of
the most extensive power conditioning
product lines in the industry. For the
US residential market, ABB offers three
microinverter models, including the
300 W high-voltage MICRO-0.3HV-IOUTD with a maximum open-circuit
dc voltage specification of 79 Voc. Its
residential line also features four UNO
600 Vdc string inverters with power outputs from 2 kW to 8.6 kW. For commercial rooftop and decentralized power
plant applications, ABB’s 3-phase string
inverter lineup includes the 1,000 Vdc–
rated TRIO 20.0-TL and 27.6-TL models with rated power outputs of 20 kW
and 27.6 kW, respectively. Its recently
released ABB Rapid Shutdown system
offers an NEC 2014–compliant solution
for the rooftop market. The vender’s
central inverter family includes the
recently released 1,500 Vdc PVS980
models, which are available from 1,818
kVA up to 2,000 kVA for multi-megawatt
PV power plants.
ABB / 800.435.7365 / abb.com/solar

APsystems Booth 4327

With its three microinverter models,
monitoring platform and expanding distribution base, APsystems
( formerly APS America) is making inroads into the US modulelevel power electronics market. In
its design approach, APS diverges
somewhat from most other manufacturers of available microinverters, as a single unit processes the
power from two, three or four modules, depending on the model, while
performing MPP tracking of each
module independently. APS’ 500 W
YC500A integrates with two modules and can interconnect with 240 Vac and
208 Vac services. At 240 Vac, you can install a maximum of seven microinverters (14 modules) per 20 A branch circuit. For commercial 3-phase installations, APS offers two 900 W models, the YC1000-3-480 and YC1000-3-208 for
277/480 Vac or 208 Vac services, both of which support 3- or 4-module configurations per unit. While the YC500A model uses power-line communication, the YC1000 models feature wireless ZigBee communication. APsystems
rounds out its microinverter systems with the Energy Communication Unit
(ECU) gateway and Energy Monitoring and Analysis (EMA) software, as well
as array cabling systems.
APsystems / 844.666.7035 / apsamerica.com

Aquion Energy Booth 1603

While lead-acid battery technology has
experienced steady but gradual improvement for the better part of three decades,
technological advancement in energy storage is occurring today at a compellingly
fast pace. One example of the innovation
that is taking place is Aquion Energy’s
commercialization of its Aqueous Hybrid
Ion batteries. Aquion released its secondgeneration product in 2014. Its technology
uses a saltwater electrolyte, manganese
oxide cathode, carbon composite anode and synthetic cotton separator to
provide energy storage that is nontoxic and noncombustible. Manufactured in
Westmoreland, Pennsylvania, Aquion’s 260-pound S20-P08F Battery Stack is
the building block of its energy storage systems. The S20-P08F is configured at
48 Vdc nominal with a capacity of approximately 2 kWh depending on specific
system charge and discharge parameters. Aquion aggregates twelve S20-P08F
Battery Stacks in parallel to form its 3,309-pound M100-LS82P Battery Module
with a capacity of approximately 25 kWh. The manufacturer reports a cycle life
of 3,000 cycles to 70% retained capacity.
Aquion Energy / 412.904.6400 / aquionenergy.com
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Array Technologies Booth 4905

Array Technologies (ATI) has been manufacturing solar
trackers in Albuquerque, New Mexico, since 1989. Its
founder and CEO, Ron Corio, is still actively involved
in product engineering and development. ATI offers
single- and dual-axis DuraTrack single-pole–mounted
trackers for residential and small commercial applications, as well as two models of DuraTrack single-axis
horizontal row trackers that are well suited to large residential and small commercial projects. With an increasing focus on multi-megawatt utility-scale PV plants, ATI
recently launched its third-generation DuraTrack HZ
v3 centralized single-axis tracker. The tracker features
two-stage gearing and a flexible rotary drive shaft. Each
2 hp 3-phase ac motor can drive up to 28 rows of 80 modules each. The DuraTrack
HZ v3 minimizes driveline
and module gaps to maximize array density and site
utilization, while requiring
half as many motors and
controllers as in the previous model. The drivetrain
has sealed gearboxes that
are designed to be maintenance free for the life of
the plant. A passive wind
mitigation feature protects against storm survival risks and the maintenance
requirements associated with active stow components.
To speed module deployment, ATI has developed an
innovative single-fastener module clamp with integrated grounding for the DuraTrack HZ v3.
Array Technologies / 855.872.2578 / arraytechinc.com

EcoFasten Solar
Booth 6320
One trend that was apparent on the Intersolar North
America expo floor was
the momentum that railless pitched-roof PV mounting
systems are gaining. SolarCity’s acquisition of Zep Solar, a pioneer in rail-fee
systems, left the playing field wide open for new railless system vendors. This business landscape, coupled with industrywide efforts to wring out all possible savings in equipment
and installation costs, created a perfect opportunity for vendors such as EcoFasten to design and introduce new railless
products. Launched at Intersolar North America, EcoFasten’s
Rock-It System consists of three components: Rock-It Mount,
Rock-It Coupling and an array skirt. The system is ETL listed
to UL 2703 and has a Class A fire rating when used with Type
1 modules. The Rock-It System is compatible with composition shingle roofs and features single-tool installation (1/2-inch
socket), integrated electrical bonding and a fixed wire management tray. It also provides up to 4 inches of north-south
adjustability during installation, and top-down leveling allows
installers to adjust the array plane during or after installation. While EcoFasten’s Rock-It System is a new product offering, the Morrisville, Vermont–company has an extensive line
of roof flashing and mounting products, the first of which it
introduced to the industry in 2008. EcoFasten’s sister company,
Alpine SnowGuards, dates back to 1998.
EcoFasten Solar / 877.859.3947 / ecofastensolar.com

Enphase Energy Booth 3
With approximately 9 million inverters shipped,
Enphase continues to dominate the microinverter product class. It launched its first microinverter system in 2008, and since then the vendor has made continuous improvements to the
reliability and installability of its products. The
current fourth-generation microinverter lineup includes three
models. The 215-watt M215 and 250-watt M250 models are
designed for compatibility with 60-cell modules and service
voltages of 208 and 240 Vac. Enphase developed its newest
model, the C250, for commercial-scale applications and compatibility with both 60-cell and 72-cell modules. Integrators
can deploy the C250 in 3-phase 277/480 Vac WYE or mediumvoltage projects when used with a transformer. The dc
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circuitry of all three microinverter models is isolated and
insulated from ground, and
they do not require a separate
ground electrode conductor
(GEC). All models integrate
with Enphase’s Engage Cable system, Envoy Communications
Gateway and Enlighten monitoring software. Along with its
microinverter systems, Enphase will be displaying its Energy
Management System at SPI. Still under development, the system incorporates modular 1.2 kWh lithium iron phosphate
(LiFePO4) batteries and a new S-Series microinverter into a
distributed energy storage system.
Enphase Energy / 877.797.4743 / enphase.com

Innovation, redefined.
APsystems (formerly APS) set the benchmark
for microinverter technology with its dual and
3-phase microinverters. APsystems continues to
raise the bar in solar power innovation, bringing
you tomorrow’s microinverters, today.

4327

844.666.7035

APsystems.com

formerly
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Fronius USA
Booths 3700 and 2
GameChange
Racking Booth 6314

A relatively new entrant to the PV racking system product class, GameChange
Racking has quickly expanded its
offerings for commercial, industrial
and utility-scale projects to include ballasted and pile ground
mounts; ballasted, attached and hybrid low-slope roof racking
systems; a nonpenetrating system for standing seam roofs; and
solutions for carport projects. GameChange even announced its
first tracker product at Intersolar in San Francisco. That is not
bad for a company that just introduced its first solar products to
the marketplace in 2013. GameChange’s new Gen4 Pour-in-Place
ballasted ground-mount system is rated for up to 150 mph winds
and 90 psf snow loads. It includes leave-behind plastic forms, rail
supports, rails and top-down module-mounting clamps. The system can support one or two rows of modules in portrait orientation. GameChange’s GC Max-Span Post system is compatible
with steel piles, helical piers and earth screws. The Max-Span’s
purlins offer spans up to 20 feet between foundations and include
trays for wire management. The system has up to 4 feet of ground
clearance and is compatible with grade variations up to 17%.
Two-up portrait or four-up landscape module configurations of
the GC Max-Span Post system are available.
GameChange Racking / 212.359.0205 / gamechangeracking.com

Ginlong (Solis) Technologies Booth 4226

The increasing price sensitivity of the US solar industry creates opportunities
for new market entrants such as Ginlong (Solis) Technologies that offer valuepriced products. The company has introduced a family of single- and 3-phase
string inverter models developed for the North America market. Ginlong’s
recently announced partnership with AEE Solar, along with third-party testing
by DNV GL, will certainly create some traction for Solis product sales in the US.
The single-phase product line comprises nine models with rated power output
specifications that range from 1 kW to 5 kW. The non-isolated string inverters feature two MPP trackers and wide full-power
MPPT voltage range specifications. All models have
integrated AFCI and NEMA 4X-rated enclosures.
The Solis 3-phase product line has four models for
the US market (6 kW, 10 kW, 15 kW and 20 kW).
The non-isolated string inverters are certified for
1,000 Vdc installations and have two independent
MPP trackers with a 200–800 Vdc MPPT operating range. The Solis inverters will be on display in
Anaheim at AEE Solar (booth 509) as well as at the
Ginlong (Solis) Technologies exhibit.
Ginlong (Solis) Technologies / 866.438.8408 /
ginlong-usa.com
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Fronius International signaled its
strong commitment to the US solar
market with the opening of its 400,000square-foot manufacturing, testing and
support facility in Portage, Indiana, as
well as the launch of an extensive new
string inverter lineup for the US that
will be on display at SPI. The new, lightweight SnapINverter family features
a hinged mounting
system. For singlephase residential systems, Fronius offers
four Galvo models
with rated power
outputs from 1.5 kW
to 3.1 kW. These isolated, high-frequency
transformer -based
models have a single
MPP tracker. Fronius
is currently manufacturing its line of
Primo non-isolated inverters at the
Indiana plant. The Primo is designed for
the residential market and is available
with rated power outputs from 3.8 kW
to 8.2 kW. Its dual MPP trackers allow
for the independent optimization of
two PV source circuits. Fronius developed the third product group in its new
model lineup, the Symo, for 3-phase
rooftop and decentralized PV power
plant projects. Nine Symo models are
available in power classes from 10 kW
to 24 kW. The non-isolated inverters
feature dual MPP trackers, and most
are certified for 1,000 Vdc projects.
All the SnapINverter models include
arc-fault circuit interruption, integrated Wi-Fi for data collection and
free lifetime monitoring through the
Fronius Solar.web portal. Fronius
has introduced a Rapid Shut Down
Box to facilitate NEC 2014–compliant
SnapINverter systems. The vendor will
be launching its new Tesla Powerwall–
compatible energy storage system at
the SPI expo in Anaheim.
Fronius USA / 877.376.6487 /
fronius-usa.com

Connect with us!
Swing by Booth #4930 for a chance to win an iPad Air 2!
September 14-17, 2015, Anaheim Convention Center

Did you know that nearly 25% of all solar electricity in North America flows
through a SolarBOS product? Ever wonder why?
We believe it’s due to our product quality, flexibility and manufacturing
capabilities right here in the US. Not to mention our world-class customer
service and wide product range, including everything from AFCI Combiners
to Breaker Enclosures to PV Wire Harnesses. Add to this our 2-day shipping
to most every jobsite in North America and it’s easy to see why so many
customers choose SolarBOS.
Solar Balance of Systems. It’s what we do.

www.solarbos.com

sales@solarbos.com

(925) 456-7744
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NEXTracker Booth 4627

While some PV array tracker manufacturers are developing increasingly centralized designs, NEXTracker has
taken its engineering approach in the opposite direction, deploying motor power directly to each individual
row of modules. Not only that, each row has
a self-powered controller. NEXTracker’s SelfPowered Tracker (SPT)
system has a mechanically balanced row
design that aligns the
PV modules with the
tracker’s axis of rotation.
The result is a reduced
torsional load, lower
power requirements for
tracking and the ability
to track each row independently. The decentralized system uses a single 30 W
PV module to power one slew gear, 24 Vdc motor and
Self-Powered Controller (SPC) per 23–35 kW row. The
design eliminates the requirement for ac power and wiring for tracking. A wireless ZigBee mesh network eliminates control wiring, and a single NEXTracker Control
Unit can manage 100 SPCs. The tracker is compatible
with all typical foundation types and has a tracking
range of up to 120° (±60°). NEXTracker’s unlinked design
allows for a flexible PV plant layout that has fewer rectilinear constraints while allowing increased utilization
of a site’s margins and corner areas when compared to
more-centralized tracker designs.
NEXTracker / 510.270.2500 / nextracker.com

Quick Mount PV Booth 2910

OutBack Power Booth 4947

OutBack Power is unique in that it offers a complete solution for
residential and commercial battery-based systems that includes
power conversion, energy storage, and system control and
remote monitoring components, all designed for operational
compatibility at a system level. OutBack’s field-proven inverter/
charger line includes the FXR Grid/Hybrid Series that integrators can deploy in stand-alone or utility-interactive applications.
OutBack’s Radian Series inverter/chargers feature 120/240 Vac
output and dual ac inputs for systems that require both grid
and generator-based charging. The Radian Series GS8048A and
GS4048A models include OutBack’s GridZero technology, which
provides energy management functionality for self-generation
and self-consumption programs and allows users to balance
the use of stored energy, solar energy and utility power. The
Radian GS8048A and GS4048A models also feature advanced
battery-charge profiles for compatibility with lithium-ion batteries, other advanced battery
chemistries and proven leadacid technologies. Prior to this
year’s Intersolar North American
expo,
OutBack
announced
its new FLEXpower Radian, a
prewired and preconfigured system that includes a Radian Series
inverter/charger, one or two
FLEXmax 80 charge controllers,
a MATE3 system display, a
FLEXnet dc system monitor and
an integrated GS load center.
OutBack Power / 360.435.6030 /
outbackpower.com

Since its founding in 2006, Quick Mount PV has been a vocal leader in an industry-wide effort to improve
the design and deployment of weatherproof and building code–compliant PV mounting systems and
attachment methods. Its current product lineup includes the Classic Comp,
E-Mount and QBase solar mounting systems for composition shingle roofs.
For tile roof applications, Quick Mount PV offers its Quick Hook and QBase
products, as well as a Specialty Flat Tile mount. Quick Mount PV released
its rail-free Quick Rack system at the 2014 Solar Power International conference. It demoed the system at this year’s Intersolar conference in San
Francisco and will be doing so on the floor at the expo in Anaheim as well.
The Quick Rack system is compatible with standard module frames and
composition shingle roofs. It is designed to support modules in either portrait or landscape orientation. The system includes base mounts, clamps
and an array skirt, as well as integrated flashing and grounding. Quick
Mount’s Quick Rack is certified to UL 2703 and has a UL Systems Fire Class
A rating when used with Type 1 modules.
Quick Mount PV / 925.478.8269 / quickmountpv.com
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Roof Tech Booth 314

Roof Tech is a US subsidiary of Yanegiken, a Japanese company with a 40-year history in
the roofing industry. More than 400,000 residences in Japan have its railless PV mounting
installed. Roof Tech’s RT-[E] Mount line of rail-free mounting brackets are compatible with
composite shingle roofs, and you can fasten them to either a roof system’s rafters or its decking. Roof Tech’s mounting systems are ETL classified to UL 2703.The manufacturer developed
its RT-[E] Mount AIR model for compatibility with module-level power electronics. Roof Tech
intends this model, which provides 3 inches of clearance between the roof and the array
(compared to 1.2 inches for the standard RT-[E] Mount), for use with microinverters or for
improved airflow in hot climates. Options for the RT-[E] Mount AIR product include brackets
for mounting MLPE devices and related wire harnesses, as well as an array skirt. Both Roof
Tech mounting systems use butyl rubber flashing for water sealing rather than metal flashing. The butyl material molds
easily to irregular surfaces on composition shingle roofs and is puncture resistant. Tests have shown that it retains its elasticity and strength when exposed to service temperatures between −40°F and 248°F.
Roof Tech / 619.551.7029 / roof-tech.us

SolarBOS Booth 4930

Since its founding in 2004, SolarBOS has continued to build out its product offerings as Code
requirements and market drivers have changed.
For example, it was one of the first vendors to
offer disconnecting combiners, and more recently
it launched a line of harness and cable assembly
solutions to support evolving array aggregation
approaches in commercial and utility-scale PV
plants. SolarBOS’ cable products include overmolded “Y” harnesses with inline fuses, homerun
cable assemblies and combiner box whips. All wire
harness assemblies are custom manufactured to
client specifications. Customers can choose from
various American wire gauges (AWG) and conductor jacket colors, industry standard connectors and
custom labels at each connection point. SolarBOS
manufactures its wire harness and cable assembly
solutions at its Grand Rapids, Michigan–facility.
SolarBOS has developed other products to meet
market demand, including its AC Breaker Panel
line to support decentralized PV plant designs
using multiple-string inverters, and its Battery
Connection Panels product line for high-capacity
battery bank aggregation.
SolarBOS / 925.456.7744 / solarbos.com
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SolarEdge Technologies Booth 4911

It has been a big year for SolarEdge. The inverter, module-level
power optimization, and communications and monitoring provider executed a successful initial public offering in March and inked
partnerships with Vivint Solar (recently purchased by SunEdison),
Tesla and Sunrun. SolarEdge also benefited from having one of the
first NEC 2014 690.12–compliant solutions for integrators in the US,
which has resulted in market share gains in states and jurisdictions
that have adopted NEC 2014. SolarEdge has been making incremental increases in the power capacity of its Power Optimizers. The
current lineup includes the 300-watt P300 and 320-watt P320 for
60-cell modules, the 400-watt P400 for 72- and 96-cell modules, and
the 405-watt P405 for high-voltage thin-film modules. SolarEdge
also offers two Commercial Power Optimizer models designed to
connect two modules per optimizer. Its
single-phase fixed-voltage inverter family
includes seven models with rated power
capacities from 3 kW to 11.4 kW. SolarEdge
also offers five 3-phase inverter models,
including 9 kW and 14.4 kW models for
208 Vac services and 10 kW, 20 kW and
33.3 kW models for 277/480 Vac interconnection. With projected availability by the
end of 2015 and UL certification under
way, SolarEdge’s StorEdge system will add
an energy storage solution to the vendor’s
product portfolio. Designed for compatibility with Tesla Powerwall lithium-ion
batteries, the StorEdge system will integrate a single inverter, a Tesla battery pack
and an autoformer (5 kW continuous/
7.6 kW surge) to provide peak-load shaving
and backup functionality.
SolarEdge Technologies/ 877.360.5292 /
solaredge.us
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Solectria—A Yaskawa Company
Booth 2320

Solectria, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Yaskawa America, will have its extensive
portfolio of string and central inverters,
source-circuit combiners and monitoring
solutions on display in Anaheim. Solectria
offers four non-isolated single-phase string
inverters with rated power outputs of
3.8 kW, 5.2 kW, 6.6 kW and 7.6 kW. The 5.2 kW, 6.6 kW and 7.6 kW models
feature dual MPP trackers. In 2015, Solectria released its Rapid Shutdown
(RSD) Combiner for single-phase inverters, which provides an NEC 2014 690.12–
compliant solution for rooftop PV installations. Solectria’s 3-phase string inverter
lineup includes non-isolated 14 kW and 20 kW models for 600 Vdc applications
and 23 kW, 28 kW and a recently released 36 kW model for 1,000 Vdc projects.
For systems with centralized power conversion, Solectria offers one of the most
extensive product families available. Combined, its PVI and SGI central inverter
series comprise 10 models with power capacities from 50 kW to 500 kW. Solectria
also offers external transformer and medium-voltage inverters and power
stations for utility-scale PV plants. Its Megawatt Solar Stations (MSS) are available as open skid, canopy or enclosed building stations that combine one or two
Solectria SGI 500XTM or SGI 750XTM inverters, communications equipment and
a 2.5 kV–35 kV medium-voltage transformer for multi-megawatt projects.
Solectria / 978.683.9700 / solectria.com

Tabuchi Electric Company of America
Booth 6810
Headquartered in Osaka, Japan, Tabuchi Electric has an electrical equipment
division that dates back to 1940. The company’s primary products include transformers and power supplies. Tabuchi commenced PV inverter manufacturing
in 1997 and launched its current EneTelus brand of solar inverter systems in
Japan in 2011. The manufacturer’s presence in the US dates back to its establishment of Tabuchi Electric Company of America in Tennessee in 1979. US production stopped in 1988 and the company moved its US headquarters to San
Jose, California, in 2013. While Tabuchi is not a well-known brand in the US
solar industry, it is aiming to change that, starting with a big presence in the
expo halls at Intersolar North America and SPI. One
product on display is Tabuchi’s EneTelus Intelligent
Battery System (EIBS). The system couples a hybrid
5.5 kWac–rated inverter with a 10 kWh Panasonic
lithium-ion battery. The EIBS inverter is ETL listed
and features three independent MPP trackers. Energy
management modes include peak-load shaving and
backup power. While Tabuchi is still early in its process of developing and marketing products such as
the EIBS system in North America, the manufacturer
is ranked fifth in global inverter revenue share. It is
intriguing to consider which vendors will lead the
mainstreaming of distributed energy storage systems
in the US marketplace.
Tabuchi Electric Company of America / 408.224.9300 /
tabuchiamerica.com
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Trojan Battery
Booth 4334

Trojan Battery will have its line of
valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA)
absorbed glass mat (AGM) batteries for deep-cycling applications
on display in Anaheim. The Reliant
AGM batteries are manufactured
in Trojan’s production facility in
Sanderson, Georgia. Small to midsized PV systems utilize two of the
AGM line’s models, including the
Reliant T105-AGM and the Reliant
L16-AGM. The Reliant T105-AGM has
a capacity of 217 amp-hours at the
20-hour rate. The Reliant L16-AGM
has a capacity of 370 amp-hours at
the 20-hour rate. Both of the battery models are 6 Vdc nominal. The
Reliant battery line features Trojan’s
C-Max
Technology,
which
includes
a proprietary paste
formula, a
thick separator that
creates high
compression
between the
glass mat
and plates
to protect against stratification, as
well as one flame arrestor per cell
for maximum operational safety.
Trojan will be displaying its extensive
flooded battery line in addition to
its Reliant AGM products. Trojan’s
flooded battery lineup includes
high-capacity 2-volt and 6-volt L16
models, as well as its Industrial Line
featuring 2-volt models with capacities up to 1,849 Ah for deployment
in applications with high-capacity
design requirements.
Trojan Battery / 800.423.6569 /
trojanbatteryre.com

g C O N TAC T
Joe Schwartz / SolarPro / Ashland, OR /
joe.schwartz@solarprofessional.com /
solarprofessional.com
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Designing PV Systems for
W
Compiled by David Brearley

hile every PV system must
withstand tough environmental conditions—
from high humidity to
elevated rooftop temperatures—some systems are tested
to the extreme. For instance, design
wind speeds in Florida generally range
between 110 and 185 miles per hour (even
higher in some cases), depending on the
location and building risk category. The
design wind speeds in much of the rest of
the country are tame by comparison.
Except when they are not: Even if
the majority of your projects have a
nominal design wind speed of 90 mph,
which is typical for much of the continental United States, a number of
scenarios might require you to design
to higher wind speeds. These include
buildings in a high-risk category, such
as schools, hospitals, fire stations and
government facilities. Design wind
speeds also increase based on building height or roof zone. You might
even win a once-in-a-blue-moon contract to install PV in the Bahamas, in
which case it would help to know how
veteran integrators design for the dual
threat of hurricane wind speeds and
coastal corrosion.
For this article, I reached out to
quality-minded solar professionals who routinely design and deploy
systems subject to extreme environments, as well as independent engineers who have studied the effects of
extreme environmental exposure on
system components. I was specifically interested in those environmental conditions that exert structural
or mechanical stresses on PV systems, such as snow, wind and corrosion. Further, I was less interested in
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Have you ever wondered how integrators
and engineers adapt system designs to
withstand high snow loads, extreme wind
speeds or corrosive environments?

After hearing from readers who asked just
that, we reached out to industry experts
with real-world experience.

Environmental Extremes
the engineering analysis required to
account for these forces and more
interested in their empirical effects.
There is no better test of our products and installation practices than the
real world, which imposes itself in ways
both expected and unexpected. Though
there are engineering calculations for
describing snow loads on a PV system or structure, they will not tell you
what might happen when that snow
slides off PV modules—or when wellintentioned owners use the wrong tool
to clean snow off their array. In effect,
this article picks up where engineering
calculations leave off, and its lessons
are all the more valuable because they
point out potential mistakes as well as
unexpected consequences. Best of all,
our contributors share their proven
recipes for success when deploying PV
systems in extreme environments.

Snow Loads

Courtesy SkyFire Energy

P What type of damage due
to excessive snow loads have
you experienced with your
fielded PV systems? How do you
think you could have avoided
these problems?
We have not had any PV system damages or failures in western Canada as
a result of snow loading. However, we
have seen damage caused by customers trying to brush and knock snow
off an array. One customer actually
managed to put the corner of a push
broom through a module while trying
to knock off the ice.
—David Kelly, chief executive officer,
SkyFire Energy
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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The more exposed rooftop above the
array, the larger are the snow dam and
associated freeze-thaw effects.

From my experience, bent
frames due to snow and ice are
the most common cause of PV
module failures. This is especially true when there is thawing and refreezing. However,
snow alone can cause module
breakage. The probability of this type of damage is highly
dependent on local conditions.
—Sarah Kurtz, PV module reliability test and
evaluation group manager, National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL)

The mechanical failure of racking hardware and fasteners
is the most common issue I have encountered associated
with heavy snow loading. The weight of the snow and the
perpetual winter freeze-thaw cycle puts tremendous downward and lateral forces on flush-mounted rooftop arrays. In
Colorado, for example, I came upon an array with so much
snow backed up behind it that a number of mid-clamp
T-bolts had pulled right out of the top channel of the rail,
which left modules dislodged.

In Vermont, I’ve seen L-foot
fasteners pried 2 inches out
of their associated rafters or
trusses and bent down at 90°;
this caused noticeable drooping
on a rail that was unintentionally
cantilevered about 6 feet beyond
the last fully secured L-foot. I have also seen ice buildup that
was almost 3 inches thick under the top portions of arrays;
where this ice fully encases module-to-module interconnections, it can lead to electrical shorts.
The way to avoid these problems is to not cut corners
on materials or labor. You don’t want to substitute cheaper
materials or try to get the job done with less material, as
that invites failures. You need many strong attachments.
Similarly, arrays that are poorly laid out—generally due to
sales pressure to maximize capacity on available roof surfaces—are a proven recipe for failure. More-extreme environments necessitate more attention to detail. We are building
30-year systems, after all, and want to minimize potential
problems and O&M costs in the process.
—Khanti Munro, director of development and technical
design, Same Sun of Vermont

Co u r t e s y M ou n t S h a s t a E n er g y S er v i ce s

Frame damage Big snows in the mountains of Northern California deformed
these module frames; left unsupported, the glass in the far module broke
under the weight of the snow. According to Todd Cory, the veteran integrator who shared this photo, the best way to prevent frame damage in extreme
snow country is to avoid roofs altogether in favor of sturdy top-of-pole
mounts installed at a steep tilt angle.
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Over this last winter, we experienced record
snowfalls and cold temperatures throughout
our installation territory, which extends from
Massachusetts to Maine. This resulted in
densely packed snow buildup on solar arrays,
exceeding anything we have witnessed in
the past decade. These extreme conditions
resulted in a handful of failures.
In two instances, we witnessed module
failures as a result of snow sliding off an array
mounted to a pitched roof several feet above
another array. The damage occurred when
the snow landed on a lower array, breaking
the glass of the modules below. Both sites
experienced significant snowfall over the
course of a month, and ambient temperatures never climbed above freezing. Over
time, the snow became very dense, like an
ice block, due to partial melting and compression. When this dense snow cleared the
upper array, it was easy for it to damage the
modules below it—even though fresh snow
would not have caused any damage. We
determined that these failures were the result
of an unsuitable design for locations with
persistent heavy snow and cold weather. We
do have other array-above-array systems that
were not damaged after C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 6
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significant shear force on
the module frame. These
loads must have exceeded
the strength of the adhesive
glass-to-frame bond and the
corner frame attachments,
resulting in the ultimate
failure of the frame. In some
cases, the frame failure led to
broken glass.
—Geoff Sparrow, director of engineering, ReVision
Energy

P Do you have any recommended design standards or best practices
for installations subject
to high snow loads?
As a general rule, we base
our design and installation
Owner-inflicted damage An owner’s attempt to clean snow and ice off the array caused
standards on a worst-case
this damage.
scenario with regard to snow
loading. We no longer design
experiencing similar conditions. Those unaffected systems and install systems where an array is mounted below a roof
tend to have steeper roof pitches that result in less snow surface that may experience snow-clearing events. Our stanbuildup on the upper array and reduced falling snow forces dard mounting practice for wood-framed structures is to
on the lower array.
not exceed 48 inches between roof attachment points. When
A handful of modules failed due to incorrect hardware on using a rail-based system, we stagger the attachment points
low-slope flush-mounted arrays that experienced significant for each mounting rail to spread the snow loading on the
snow buildup. These systems all used a rail-based mounting array as evenly as possible across the roof-framing members.
system where module-level power electronics (MLPE) were We do the same thing when using clamped attachments with
mounted to the rail behind the module. The installers used standing-seam metal roofs. In regions with extreme snow
bolts to attach the MLPE to the rail that were longer than loads, we use heavy-duty mounting rails in accordance with
specified. However, the installation team did not pick up on the manufacturer’s design guidelines.
this because there was no interference between the back
We also generally avoid mounting 72-cell modules with
of the module and the mounting hardware during installa- the rails running parallel to the module’s long axis. In this contion. The problem only came to light when the weight of the figuration, the long axis of the module frame is supported only
snow caused the module glass to deflect, in some cases to at two ends, the frame corners. This past winter, we observed
the point that the optimizer hardware broke the glass. To frame deflection on a system installed in this manner. While
remediate the problem, we installed the correct hardware there was no permanent damage at the site, the module
and replaced all of the broken modules, as well as any that frames deflected considerably under the weight of more than
12 inches of dense snowpack.
had signs of damage.
—Geoff Sparrow, ReVision Energy
We also experienced some failures due to bent module
frames. In a couple of cases, the frames were actually stripped
away from the down-slope side of the module. Without hard We rely on the Canadian Building Code. It defines snow loadevidence, we can only theorize as to what happened. We ing conditions for each specific region. Often we require
assume that these failures were due to freeze-thaw cycles, additional support rails on the mounting system to achieve
where melting snow resulted in ice formations along the the maximum snow load rating on a module. Whether we’re
leading edge of the module frame. Presumably this ice was installing a PV system here in snow country or in Mexico,
then subject to substantial snow loads, which exerted a we use the same modules, inverters C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 8
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and racking technology—products built to handle any
weather conditions or environmental extremes.
In terms of snow coverage, if the customer requires
the best possible winter performance, we install the
array at 70°—or even vertically—to prevent snow accumulation. We also consider snow retention if the array
is located above a doorway or driveway. In these scenarios, we have recommended that customers install
snow retention systems to prevent snow from falling on
persons entering or leaving the building in areas under
the array.
—David Kelly, SkyFire Energy

Pullout failure Downhill forces resulting from a snow and ice
dam above the array were sufficient to pull this screw-type
fastener out of its rafter or truss. Though lag bolts take more time
to install, they can provide better pullout resistance due to their
larger diameter.

My recommendation is to select a module with a sturdy
frame and a high snow-load rating, and to ensure that
the installation follows the manufacturer’s guidelines. We
asked installers in the state of New York whether they see
PV modules as interchangeable commodities or whether
they differentiate between modules. Several installers
noted that module frames are the biggest differentiator
between individual products, and that some modules have
flimsy frames that snow and ice storms easily damage.
—Sarah Kurtz, NREL
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ELECTRIC SHOCK HAZARD

Ansi Z535.4 Colors and Formats Available

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

All Products Designed to Handle the Extreme Outdoor Elements
Rain or Shine (-40 F to 170 F)

CAUTION
POWER TO THIS BUILDING IS ALSO
SUPPLIED FROM THE FOLLOWING SOURCES
WITH DISCONNECTS LOCATED AS SHOWN:

MAIN STREET

Custom Products
Vinyl Labels
Plastic Plaques
Metal Signs
Reflective

pvlabels.com

03-329

DO NOT TOUCH TERMINALS. TERMINALS
ON BOTH THE LINE AND LOAD SIDES MAY
BE ENERGIZED IN THE OPEN POSITION

08-660: 4” x 6” MAP WITH
ANSI Z535.4 COLORS
ON .040 ALUMINUM WITH
OUTDOOR UV PRINTING

03-329

Stock and Custom Orders will be shipped the same day if received and approved by 1:00 PM PST

PVLabels.com
760-241-8900
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Wire management within the
array is also extremely important,
as snow and ice wreak havoc on
poorly supported or drooping
conductors.

Do not use racking manufacturers’ maximum span recommendations. Even if the rail can handle
the snow load, fewer roof attachments equates to not only more
dead load per L-foot, but also more
pullout force per attachment. No
matter how “heavy duty” the rail is according to the manufacturer, we do not span more than 48 inches. When attaching to
the roof, I recommend using lag bolts that are 5/16 or 3/8 inches
in diameter and at least 4 to 5 inches long. While screw-type
fasteners are quicker to install, the mechanical connection is
not as robust as with lag bolts.
Wire management within the array is also extremely
important, as snow and ice wreak havoc on poorly supported
or drooping conductors. Do not locate mating interconnects
on the outside edges of the module frame, but rather tuck
these up and conceal them within the module frame lip or
flange. I also recommend installing a flush-mounted rooftop array as close as practical or allowable to the roof ridge,
ideally 1 or 2 feet downslope. (As of now, Vermont does not
enforce fire code setbacks on residential rooftops.) The more
exposed rooftop above the array, the larger are the snow dam

and associated freeze-thaw effects.
Some roof profiles also merit
special consideration. For example,
if you have a steep roof pitch adjoining a shallow roof pitch—such as
the roof on a Pizza Hut—you should
avoid mounting arrays on the lower
pitch; snow shedding off the upper pitch concentrates snow
loads on an array mounted on the shallow lower pitch.
Designers should also steer well clear of the roof valley when
laying out arrays, as this is where snow and ice build up most.
If we have to locate arrays within one or two module widths
of a significant roof valley, we build custom snow shields out
of discarded rail ends. We mount these snow shields perpendicular to each row’s rail ends to help deflect snow and ice.
We also discourage customers from doing their own
snow removal, in part for their own safety but also to protect
the array. Imagine how much cumulative damage they could
do with a custom-fabricated 22-foot-long snow rake, especially to module clamps and rail ends. If customers insist on
removing snow themselves, we suggest that they use a foamtype head, like car dealers use, on their extension pole.
—Khanti Munro, Same Sun of Vermont

solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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Wind Loads
P What type of damage due to extreme wind loads
have you experienced with your fielded PV
systems? How do you think you could have avoided
these problems?
In our O&M work, we have had instances where wind loads
were higher than those defined by building codes, where
modules detached from the racking. In both instances,
design errors called for racking and clamps that were not
strong enough. After extensive evaluation, involving structural analysis, we reinforced the racking and redesigned and
changed the clamps.
—Javier Latre Gorbe, chief technical officer, ESA
Renewables
Wind is most likely to cause damage by blowing modules off
rooftops. While you can take steps to prevent this damage,
there is likely a point of optimization. In general, nothing is
built to guarantee zero damage during the worst hurricanes.
However, it is clearly important to avoid frequent damage.
—Sarah Kurtz, NREL

P Do you have any recommended design standards
or best practices for installations subject to high
wind loads?
On the design side, the first thing to consider is the tilt of
the system. This is not only a best practice, but also common sense. Florida now has strength design-level wind
speeds that can exceed 200 mph, as would be the case for a
hospital or other critical facility in Key West. In high-wind
scenarios, of course, a lower array tilt minimizes wind
exposure, though it never eliminates it. C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 6 2

Co u r t e s y A l ex i s Kw as i n s k i

It has been about a decade since we have experienced
serious windstorm activity in southwest Florida. When
Hurricane Charley hit, there were few PV installations in the
area. We have a lot more experience in this area with solar

pool heating systems, which are flexible polymer panels.
While Hurricane Charley destroyed a significant number
of systems, it usually caused substantial damage to the roof
that would have required complete removal and reinstallation of the solar components anyway. I would deem these
failures unavoidable.
If a storm has strong enough winds to pull off the roof
membrane, catastrophic damage to the roof-mounted solar
components is likely as well. While photovoltaic modules
are rigid and would probably sustain winds much better
than thermal panels, catastrophic roof damage would still
require system removal and reinstallation. With the modules representing an increasingly smaller fraction of the cost
of PV systems, potential hurricane damage is becoming a
smaller concern.
—Jason Szumlanski, principal solar designer, Florida
Solar Design Group

Act of god Though Hurricane Sandy damaged portions of this warehouse-roof–mounted PV array in New Jersey, system integrators in the region generally reported minimal damage in the wake of the superstorm.
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Extreme cases justify the use of a
third rail, as this adds substantial
uplift resistance and rigidity to
the module frames.

Selecting a lower array tilt does
not necessarily result in substantially lower system production.
Second, I recommend designing beyond minimum technical
requirements so you have wiggle
room for error. Third, look at
equipment certifications to make
sure they match the design criteria. For example, modules are not always suitable for high-wind areas; products
require additional certifications once you exceed the 110
mph range.
Designers and installers also need to pay attention to
manufacturer guidelines and installation manuals. In some
cases, you need to install a third rail to achieve the maximum wind rating for a module. You also need to locate rails
as specified by the manufacturer to avoid compromising the
module strength. Incorrect rail placement is a common mistake that generally reflects someone’s failure to thoroughly
review the product installation manual. In some cases, however, manufacturers don’t even have these manuals posted
on their websites. The quality of this documentation can also
vary substantially from one manufacturer to the next. Some

manufacturers seem unclear about
what the wind rating for their modules even is. We noticed that one
vendor was advertising an uplift
rating of 75 pounds per square foot
(psf), even though its products had
undergone the same UL 1703 test—
which is a 50-psf test with a 1.5
safety factor—as those of its competitors.
While a lower tilt is generally advantageous in areas with
extremely high winds, we do not recommend flat installations. We recently inspected an installation in Florida
with a 0° tilt where the installer had originally planned to use
a module from a manufacturer that required a minimum 3°
tilt to keep rain from pooling on the module. To save money
on the racking costs, the installer substituted a module from
a lower-tier manufacturer that did not have a prohibition
against a 0° tilt, promising the customer that the change
in tilt would not affect system production. At our preinterconnection meeting, the module glass was already
sagging under pooled water ringed with dust. PV systems
should not be sold or installed in this manner.
—Javier Latre Gorbe, ESA Renewables

Revenue-Grade PV Metering
“In The Palm Of Your Hand”

A COST EFFECTIVE
DESIGN SOLUTION

Compact OEM module for revenue-grade metering

- Residential Permit Set Designs - Commercial Permit Set Designs - Proposals - Financial and Production Models - Engineering / Geotechnical Analyses - Conceptual / Site Plans - 2D, 3D -

Demo board
shown with optional
terminal blocks

Bidirectional, multi-measurement energy metering on a single board
RS485 communications • Externally powered, 3.3 to 30 volts AC/DC
Single or three-phase • Designed for -40 to +70C (+85C available)
Options for interface and mounting, including DIN

Solar Power International Booth - 6308
1-888-WattNode (928-8663) • ccontrolsys.com
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Texas snow The owner had to reroof this residence after a
massive hailstorm—accompanied by baseball-sized hail—
rolled across North Texas, causing more than $1.5 billion in
insured losses. While the PV array generally withstood the
onslaught, one module suffered glass breakage, perhaps due
to a direct hit at the glass or frame edge.

It is an engineering requirement—and perhaps common
sense—to increase the number of attachment points around
the perimeter of PV systems subject to high wind loads.
In extremely wind-prone areas, designers can add a third
rail for extra structural support. This not only spreads out
loads by increasing the number of points where the module
is secured, but also effectively increases the rigidity of the
module frame. Where attachment spans exceed the distance
between trusses, installers can also stagger attachment
points to land on opposing trusses, which spreads out the
structural load more evenly.
In terms of best practices, we avoid tilting modules up on
sloped roofs, but rather keep them parallel to the roof. We
also keep modules as close to the roof surface as practical,
without obstructing the flow of air around the array or trapping debris in the rail system. We have noticed anecdotally
that some manufacturers’ frames seem sturdier than others,
and we favor these brands.
—Jason Szumlanski, Florida Solar Design Group

P Edge and corner roof zones can have significantly
higher wind loads. Do you try to keep arrays out of
these zones?

North America´s Premier
Exhibition and Conference
for the Solar Industry
Moscone Center, San Francisco
Meet the decision makers who are shaping
the solar market
Identify prospects and implement your
business strategies
Tap into the incredible potential of the U.S.
solar market
Go solar at North America's most-attended
solar event

co-located with

Exhibit now!

On large rooftops, we sometimes get into the edge zones. But
we always avoid the corner zones. If we installed PV in corner zones in south Florida, we might need to ensure that the
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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P What engineering
methods do you
use for analyzing
wind loads?
We rely on racking manufacturers to provide the
structural analysis of the
racking, verifying its inherent strength under the
required
design
loads.
These analyses are typically based on simulations
and wind tunnel testing.
The next step is to ensure
that the intact racking
No margin for error The process of value-engineering projects is complicated by the fact that system remains properly
anchored to the ground or
the building code minimum design loads may not adequately characterize actual wind or snow
roof. Qualified, licensed
loads for all sites.
architects or engineers can
module could withstand over 200 psf of uplift! While many determine the suitability of a structure to support PV. If
manufacturers say their modules can withstand 112 psf of building upgrades are required, it is best if we are involved
force, that’s typically the downforce rating, which is for snow in the design process to ensure that these are implemented
loads only. Additionally, the ratings for many products vary as cost-effectively as possible.
With regard to roof-mounted systems, racking systems
depending on how you clamp the module.
and
building codes have improved substantially over the
—Javier Latre Gorbe, ESA Renewables
years. Many newer commercial flat roofs in Florida can bear
There are clearly higher loads in these areas, and it is slightly a PV system with minimal roof attachments, if any. It’s critimore costly to install modules in these wind zones, since cal to ensure that you have a qualified architect or engineer
installation requires extra attachment points. As a result, we verify that a building can withstand the additional loads of
prefer to keep modules in Zone 1, as center roof areas expe- a roof-mounted PV system. A client recently provided an
rience the lowest wind loads, and consider Zone 2, the roof architect’s letter verifying that a building could support a PV
edges, as an acceptable alternative. For practical purposes, system that would “impart an additional 5 psf live load onto
however, it is pretty rare that you can install a suitably sized the existing structure.” If your structural expert is confused
residential system within the confines of the center roof about live loads versus dead loads, you do not have a struczone. This means you have to apply different attachment tural expert.
schedules based on roof zone. Generally speaking, you can
For ground-mounted systems, we rely on geotechnical
deploy most residential systems within the center and edge testing to ensure that racking systems are properly anchored.
roof zones.
Our intended racking vendor often, but not always, performs
Zone 3 areas, the roof corners, typically come into the geotechnical analysis.
play only on gable roofs. Since hip roofs are most com—Javier Latre Gorbe, ESA Renewables
mon in our service territory, we don’t come across a lot
of gable roofs. However, we have installed some modules
in Zone 3 or corner roof areas out of necessity. In these
cases, we strictly adhere to the structural engineering
design requirements. We install extra attachment points P What type of damage due to corrosion effects
in edge and corner zones, and exceed minimum require- have you experienced in fielded systems? How can
ments where the installation zone is marginal. Extreme solar professionals avoid these problems?
cases justify the use of a third rail, as this adds substantial
uplift resistance and rigidity to the module frames.
A pretty wide range of damage and failure from corro—Jason Szumlanski, Florida Solar Design Group
sion is out there. The most common C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 6 6

Corrosivity
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The Best $/W
Maximize your investment
At Ingeteam we apply the concept of i+c to every project we undertake –
innovation to find the best solution and commitment to provide the best
service.
With a maximum efficiency level of up to 98.6%, Ingeteam’s PV inverters
stand out for their $/W ratio, as they feature the best performance at the most
competitive price. With 1GW annual production capacity in USA, Ingeteam’s
commercial-scale (18kW-40kW) and utility-scale (375kVA-1,070kVA) UL
compliant inverters, are available in Milwaukee, WI, where the company is
headquartered. Thanks to its extensive O&M network, Ingeteam Inc is also
able to provide the best service support to its customers.

Visit us at:
Intersolar Brazil Sao Paulo

1-3 September

SPI Anaheim

15-17 September

REI India

23-25 September

Green Expo Mexico

23-25 September

All Energy Australia
CIREC Chile
Solar-Tec Cairo

7-8

October

27-28

October

4-7

December

Moreover, Ingeteam Inc has recently launched its new utility-scale battery
inverters (375kVA-1,070kVA and UL compliant), aiming at storage systems
that are coupled to PV plants.

The formula of the new energy

www.ingeteam.com
solar.us@ingeteam.com

READY FOR YOUR CHALLENGES

problems I have come across involve grounding
of module frames, which are aluminum, and the
copper wire or connectors that bond them. Since
the loss of a grounding connection is not good,
this is an important issue. Other types of couplings with dissimilar metals—whether for conduit, enclosures or mounting structures—tend to
get damaged and fail from corrosion.
We have also seen inadequately coated groundmount system piers of the direct-driven type corrode due to the earth contact. This issue definitely
is specific to location and environment, and people
have to realize they need to do more in the design
and maintenance phases for some locations than
for others. The worst I’ve seen—and smelled—was
a waste treatment plant adjacent to the sea: a double whammy of salt spray and caustic chemicals
in the atmosphere. The system used stainless steel
enclosures and fasteners for the most part, but you
could see clearly where it used inadequately coated
materials, because they simply disappeared.
If you pay attention to material selection,
proximity of dissimilar metals—even those that

C ou r te sy S ou th we st Te c h n ol o g y D e v e l o pme nt I nsti tute
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Galvanic corrosion This photo illustrates what happens when you
install bare copper in direct contact with aluminum.

FREE 30-DAY TRIAL VERSION
sales@valentin-software.com

Don’t estimate,
simulate!
Pros simulate with PV*SOL® premium,
the most powerful design software
for photovoltaic systems

SOFTWARE
ENGINEERED
IN GERMANY

We look forward to your visit!
www.valentin-software.com
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are not physically connected—and the adequacy of barriers
between dissimilar metals, you can avoid problems associated with having dissimilar metals in contact. The worst
corrosion occurs when installers use untinned or uncoated
ground lugs, which deteriorate quickly. If installers use a
stainless washer to provide a barrier between dissimilar
metals, this barrier can fail if the washer is undersized or
installed improperly. If installers scrape and remove the
coating on the frame or the tinned coating on ground lugs
during installation, that also accelerates the corrosion process. The routing of bare ground wires is particularly critical
in corrosive environments; even minimal contact with module frames can result in frame damage, no different than if
you were to cut the frame with a hacksaw. Even water dripping from a copper wire down to a module frame can do
damage over time.
—Greg Ball, principal engineer, DNV GL

a safe bet. We see a lot of corrosion where installers cut galvanized steel or leave metal shavings in electrical enclosures.
—Javier Latre Gorbe, ESA Renewables

Corrosion is very fast in coastal locations. Wind carries salt,
and marine environment corrosion definitely affects racking, bolts, screws and washers. The design considerations are
really important to prevent future problems. The use of aluminum racking and stainless steel hardware has always been

The corrosive effects of salt air are evident on nonsealed
inverters, particularly in off-grid applications near the coast
where buildings that are not well sealed against the elements
often house inverters. Placing equipment in purpose-built
rooms that better resist the elements has a positive effect. I

We find that corrosion generally occurs after delamination,
when moisture gets into the module and comes into direct
contact with the more reactive materials. Careful quality
control during manufacturing can avoid some issues with
delamination. Improper preparation of the glass surface
before the lamination step, for example, can lead to delamination later. Vendors should use design qualification tests
to demonstrate that their module design will withstand the
use conditions without delamination. We have observed
that higher temperatures can accelerate delamination, as
can higher mechanical stresses that cause local stress on the
bonding of the encapsulant material.
—Sarah Kurtz, NREL

TECHNICAL ONLINE TRAINING IN

ADVANCED SOLAR
+ STORAGE SYSTEMS
An expert in energy storage, Wes Kennedy has been involved in
some of the world’s most cutting edge solar-plus-storage
projects. He’s teamed up with SolarPro and the online
training experts at HeatSpring to launch Advanced
Be
Solar + Storage.
of the
During this 9-week online training, participants
will gain an advanced technical understanding of
residential, commercial and utility-scale solar-plusstorage systems, as well as expert insight on policy,
financial models, and emerging markets and opportunities.

one
first 30
registrants
and receive a
$300 discount!

For a complete course outline or to register, visit

solarprofessional.com/advancedsolarstorage

A TECHNICAL TRAINING PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN
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does not stand up well to our conditions. The alternative to powder-coated enclosures is to use stainless steel, which is expensive.
—Christopher Warfel, president, Entech
Engineering

C ou r te sy E n te c h E n gin e e r in g

P Do you have any recommended design
standards or best practices for installations
subject to enhanced corrosivity?
For grounding components, the best bet is to select
equipment and materials that have been evaluated
to UL 2703. In the course of performing environmental conditioning tests, UL and other nationally
recognized testing laboratories have learned a lot
about the corrosion resistance of different alloys,
different types of steel and galvanization. You can
find some of this information in reports on module
grounding published by the Solar America Board
for Codes and Standards (solarabcs.org).
Ground lugs need to be tinned, and tinned copper lugs seem to have a better performance history
than tinned aluminum lugs for module grounding.
However, newer tinned aluminum products have
undergone additional testing that might change
Coastal corrosion After seeing how quickly this painted disconnect
that trend. In tough environments, consider using
corroded at a site near the sea, Chris Warfel replaced it with one of
spray-on antioxidation coatings to cover mechaniMidNite Solar’s disconnecting combiners, which have powder-coated
cal connections where workers scrape or wear off
aluminum enclosures and handles that will not rust.
component coatings during installation. Finally, be
prepared
to increase the O&M inspection and replacement
have evaluated many systems in varying environments, and
budget
in
highly corrosive environments. The PV industry is
the effects of exposure to salt air on electronic equipment
not
unique
in this regard.
are clear. However, most actual failures seem to be related
—Greg
Ball,
DNV GL
to dust, insects, reptiles and rodents. Corrosive effects usually result in additional maintenance, with some evidence of
It is a good idea to contact equipment vendors and discuss
premature failure.
Most corrosive effects on roof- and ground-mounting how they rate their equipment for coastal environments.
systems and wiring equipment trace back to poor product The epiphany moment for me came from seeing no sign
selection or compatibility. The use of incorrect grounding of deterioration for solar and wind equipment literally
lugs is by far the biggest problem found in roof-mounted feet from the water on my oyster farm, and comparing it
systems in corrosive environments. Systems that limit to equipment elsewhere that was corroding prematurely.
mounting components to aluminum and stainless steel Once I went through the component differences between
hold up well.
the sites, I could see that painted equipment offers no pro—Jason Szumlanski, Florida Solar Design Group
tection in coastal environments. In terms of conduit, I have
had good results using PVC. Metal conduit is an accident
A lot of our installations are on Block Island, which is off waiting to happen.
the coast of Rhode Island. While we have not experienced
—Christopher Warfel, Entech Engineering
any failures to date, components at one particular project
are living on borrowed time. The project is located 200 yards
g C O N TAC T
from the ocean, and dc disconnect switches at the site have
David Brearley / SolarPro / Ashland, OR /
corroded in less than 1.5 years. The design error on our part
david.brearley@solarprofessional.com / solarprofessional.com
was assuming that NEMA 3R meant that the equipment was
also corrosion resistant. Non–powder-coated metal simply
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New technology,
crafted with Old World values.
For more than 90 years we’ve engineered and manufactured our
products as though our friends and neighbors were our customers.
We don’t cut corners. We craft superior products. Our philosophy
is to make it right, then keep making it better.
We’ve been developing heat pump water heaters since the mid1970s. In energy-conscious Germany, with a tolerance for only
the finest engineering, our heat pump water heaters
have been the best-seller for over 35 years.
› Self-cleaning evaporator means no ﬁlter
and no ﬁlter maintenance
› 3˝ of insulation for dramatically lower
standby losses
› Electronic anode for superior,
maintenance-free protection
› Extra-large roll-bond condenser wraps
around tank to maximize efﬁciency,
minimize lime problems, and prevent any
possible contamination of potable water

› Ultra-quiet SPL of 52 dB(a) @ 3.3 ft
› Needs only one 15 A breaker

German

Engineering

Accelera® 220 E
58-gallon
heat pump water heater

Over 90 years of engineering excellence
1924-2015

800.582.8423

www.stiebel-eltron-usa.com

Accelera® 300 E
80-gallon
heat pump water heater
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NRG Renew
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MGM Resorts International, Mandalay Bay

Overview
DESIGN: Sunora Energy Solutions

(an NRG Renew subsidiary),
sunoraenergy.com; DLR Group,
dlrgroup.com
CONSTRUCTION: Sunora Energy

Solutions
DATE COMMISSIONED:

February 2015
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME:

120 days
LOCATION: Las Vegas, NV, 36.1°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 7.62 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:

108°F 2% average high,
25°F extreme minimum
ARRAY CAPACITY: 6.354 MWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

10,379 MWh
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hase I of the Mandalay Bay PV
plant has a total capacity of
6.4 MWdc and utilizes approximately
850,000 square feet of the Mandalay Bay
Conference Center’s 950,000-squarefoot roof area. The system is designed
to the 2012 IBC and NEC 2008 per Clark
County Codes in May 2014, when the
designer submitted the permit application for review and approval.
Sunora Energy Solutions deployed
the array on Unirac’s RM roof-mount
system, secured by 49,026 ballast
blocks (32 pounds each) and 4,310
anchors hot-welded to the surface
TPO membrane to satisfy uplift load
requirements. There are no mechanical
attachments between the racking system and the buildings’ steel structures.
Sunora installed the roof-mounted
inverter aggregation switchboards and

S O L A R PR O | September/October 2015

oil-filled transformers on steel racks
mechanically attached to the building’s
main columns and beams.
This project is unique in that the
installers positioned the dc and ac
electrical equipment that supports the
PV plant on the roof adjacent to the
PV arrays. This electrical equipment
includes the string inverters, panelboards, switchboards and a DAS system,
plus three 1 MVA and one 1.5 MVA
transformers. A 12 kVA medium-voltage
collection system delivers ac output
power to new switchgear on the ground
floor. The point of interconnection
is approximately 3,800 feet from the
switchgear, at one of the main electrical service points between NV Energy
(NVE) and Mandalay Bay.
A challenging aspect of the project
is that no PPA is in place with NVE.

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 3,780 Hanwha HSL 72

300, 300 W STC, +5/-0 W, 8.22 Imp,
36.5 Vmp, 8.72 Isc, 45.5 Voc; 13,320
Hanwha HSL 72 305, 305 W STC,
+5/-0 W, 8.32 Imp, 36.7 Vmp, 8.8 Isc,
45.7 Voc; 4,296 JA Solar JAP6-72-285,
285 W STC, ±3%, 7.7 Imp, 37.01 Vmp,
8.38 Isc, 44.6 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase 480 Vac service,

Contractually, all solar-generated power
must be delivered to and used by the
Manadalay Bay property. For this reason, the project team installed multiple
safeguards to ensure that the PV system
will not backfeed into NVE’s system.
The solution includes a Kirk Key system
located at both the designated solar
plant switchgear and the main NVE
interconnection point to the Mandalay
Bay facility, which ensures that no one
can open the main NVE breaker without
opening the solar breaker first. In addition, a relay and communication system
measures the Mandalay Bay facility load
and the solar power output. If the PV
system output reaches 92% of the total
load, a curtailment feature in the relay
system forces an automatic reduction
in power output. Any issues that occur

trigger alarms,
and NVE, NRG
and Mandalay
Bay can use the
relay control to
remotely limit
plant output. The
inverter software
also features
a curtailment
function that a
system manager
can use remotely if power generated is
reaching power usage levels. Based on
the load profiles and expected output of
the solar arrays, NRG anticipates that
curtailment will not be necessary in the
life of the system.
“The MGM Phase I and Phase II solar
projects at the Mandalay Bay Convention
Center make use of the world-class
Nevada solar resource and allow Mandalay
Bay to generate a significant portion of the
convention center’s electrical load. With
an expected Phase II completion date of
November 2015 and an installed capacity
of 8.8 MWdc, the two projects combined
will comprise one of the largest rooftop
solar arrays in the US.”

—Randall Hickok, senior vice
president, asset management and
engineering, NRG Renew

203 SMA America Sunny Tripower
24000TL-US, 24 kW rated output,
1,000 Vdc maximum input, 450–800
Vdc MPPT range; 203 SMA America
Connector Units combine strings at
each inverter, 15 A fuses
ARRAY: Roof Areas 1–4, Hanwha
modules, 18-module 1,000 Vdc nominal
source circuits (for 305 W modules:
5,490 W, 8.32 Imp, 660.6 Vmp, 8.8 Isc,
822.6 Voc), six source circuits per
inverter (32.94 kW, 49.92 Imp, 660.6
Vmp, 52.8 Isc, 822.6 Voc); Roof Areas
5–6, JA Solar modules, 12-module
600 Vdc nominal source circuits
(3,420 W, 7.7 Imp, 444.12 Vmp,
8.38 Isc, 535.2 Voc), eight source
circuits per inverter (27.36 kW, 61.6
Imp, 444.12 Vmp, 67.04 Isc, 535.2 Voc);
6.354 MWdc array total
ARRAY INSTALLATION: TPO roof
membrane, Unirac Roof Mount (RM)
system, ballast and hot-welded anchor
system, 180° azimuth, 10° tilt, Eaton’s
B-Line series dc cable management
system
INVERTER AGGREGATION: 22 Eaton

Pow-R-Line 3FQS 400 A panelboards,
four Eaton 2,500 A Pow-R-Line
switchboards, combined inverter
output transformed to 12 kVac via
roof-mounted Eaton’s Cooper Power
series medium-voltage pad-mount
transformers with switchgear located
at ground level
SYSTEM MONITORING: Locus Energy
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Projects
O2energies

C ou r te sy O2e n e r gie s (4)

Chocowinity Solar

Overview
DEVELOPER: O2energies, o2energies.

com
DESIGNER: Jocelyn Jordan, engineer

in training, PowerSecure Solar,
powersecure.com
ENGINEER: James D. Ham, profes-

sional engineer, Entech Engineering,
entecheng.com
PROJECT MANAGER: Vincent Zarallo,

project manager, PowerSecure Solar
DATE COMMISSIONED:

December 2014
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 120 days
LOCATION: Chocowinity, NC, 35.5°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 4.93 kWh/m2/year
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:

95°F 2% avg. high, 14°F extreme min.
ARRAY CAPACITY: 6.405 MWdc,

4.998 MWac
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 9,494 MWh
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2energies developed, owns and
O
operates more than 80 MW of
solar farms in North Carolina. Its

Chocowinity Solar project is located
in Beaufort County, near the Atlantic
coast, in the small town of Chocowinity
(population 823). The town’s name
comes from the Tuscaroran Indians,
who lived there several hundred years
ago, and the solar farm site has been in
agricultural use since 1938. The area is
known for its pocosin wetlands—the
raised bogs of the Atlantic coastal plain.
As such, the project team performed an
environmental site assessment, as well
as stream and wetland verification, early
in the project development process.
Although the site is not located near a
perennial stream, contractors protected
its riparian buffers and adjacent wetlands throughout construction.
Since Chocowinity had no language
pertaining to solar farms in its existing
zoning ordinances, the town had
to draft and adopt language for a
new solar farm amendment before it
could grant a conditional-use permit.
That process, concurrent with the
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development phase, took the better part
of a year. The construction phase of the
project took approximately 4 months.
More than 10 local contractors—including grading, equipment rental, electrical contractors, surveyors and security
contractors—provided services and
materials. The solar farm will continue
to use a local security contractor and
will contract with a local farmer for
grounds maintenance.
The construction phase of the
project ran from September through
December 2014. Loose to mediumdense clayey sand and slightly clayey
sand underlies the uppermost layer, or
plow zone, at the site. This layer is interbedded with very soft to stiff clay, which
necessitated a 15-foot pier embedment
depth for the rack foundations. Poor

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 21,000 Hanwha HSL 72

305, 305 W STC, +5/-0 W, 8.42 Imp,
36.3 Vmp, 8.85 Isc, 45.1 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase 22.9 kV

medium-voltage interconnection; three
Eaton Power Xpert Solar 1670, 1,667
kW/1,850 kVA rated output, 1,000 Vdc
maximum input, 550–800 Vdc MPPT
range, inverter integrated dc and ac
disconnects; each inverter is closecoupled to a pad-mounted 1,850 kVA
Eaton-Cooper Power Systems 22.9
kVac primary/355 Vac secondary
transformer

weather created complications for the
end-of-year completion deadline, as
rain, ice, snow and freezing temperatures resulted in a knee-deep buildup of
icy mud covering the site. With deadlines looming, contractors poured three
concrete equipment pads, and the team
received the inverters and transformers on-site. Positioning this equipment
was delayed when, only 200 feet from
the main entrance gate, the crane sank
up to its chassis, and workers had to
pull it out of the mud with an excavator.
After three successive failed attempts
to navigate to the pads, the project
manager brought in a rough-terrain
four-wheel-drive crane. Much to the

ARRAY: 20 modules per source circuit
(6,100 W, 8.42 Imp, 726 Vmp, 8.85 Isc,
902 Voc), 22–24 source circuits per
combiner, 15 combiners per inverter,
350 source circuits total per inverter
(2,135 kW, 2,947 Imp, 726 Vmp, 3,098
Isc, 902 Voc); 6.405 MWdc array total

construction team’s relief, the fourth
positioning attempt was successful,
allowing completion of construction
without further delays.
The design team chose Eaton’s
Power Expert 1670 inverters for the
site, in part because they allow full
power output while supporting ±0.91
power factor range. The close-coupled
Eaton-Cooper power transformers
and the Eaton Pow-R-Line recombiners with dc circuit breakers create a
synergistic design. The Eaton engineering team lent its expertise to the
equipment specification and system
commissioning. The combination of
SolarBOS disconnecting combiner
boxes with the Eaton dc breaker
recombiners allow technicians
to easily and safely partition the
arrays and subarrays for commissioning, testing and maintenance. PowerSecure Solar
provides O&M for the site.

ARRAY INSTALLATION: Ground mount,
Daetwyler Clean Energy Modu-RackDB-L, landscape module orientation,
180° azimuth, 20° tilt
SOURCE CIRCUIT COMBINERS:

45 SolarBOS CDKT400-24-25-N4
Disconnect Combiners, 15 A fuses
RECOMBINERS: Nine Eaton Pow-R-

Line recombiners (three per inverter),
five 350 A molded case breakers
per recombiner
SYSTEM MONITORING: Draker

PV250-120

“We are proud to celebrate our
tenth successful solar farm in North
Carolina. It was a pleasure working with the local community and
elected officials. The Chocowinity
solar project is one of the best
in our fleet.”

Do you have a recent PV
or solar heating project
we should consider for
publication in SolarPro?

—Logan Stephens, project development manager, O2energies

Email details and photos to:
projects@solarprofessional.com
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Built to Last...
Starting with this issue, we are charging for US and international
subscriptions to SolarPro’s print edition, as well as access to our full
digital issue archive. This change will offset a portion of our growing
printing and shipping costs and allow us to continue to dedicate
significant resources to developing the in-depth technical content that
makes SolarPro so valuable.
If you were previously a SolarPro print subscriber and would like
to continue receiving the print edition, please purchase a subscription
today. If you have an existing digital-only subscription, no changes
have been made to your online account. Complimentary subscriptions
to SolarPro’s digital edition will continue to be available to industry
professionals.

Stay Connected...
Subscribe Today
• All print subscriptions include complimentary access to the digital
edition
• One-Year (Six-Issue) Print-Edition Subscription—US $39.95;
International $59.95
• One-Year Full Digital Archive Access (40+ Issues) $69.95
• One-Year Print-Edition Subscription + Full Digital Archive Access—
US $89.95; International $109.95

solarprofessional.com/subscribe
Phone 800.707.6585 or 541.512.0201 • Monday–Thursday, 8am–4pm Pacific
Questions? subscribe@solarprofessional.com • solarprofessional.com/faq
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ADVANCED ONLINE TRAINING IN

MEGAWATT SYSTEM DESIGN
The online training experts at HeatSpring have teamed up with
PV design and instruction professional Ryan Mayfield and
SolarPro to offer Advanced Megawatt Design, a first-ofBe one
its-kind, highly technical 10-week online training.
This course has been developed for professionals
responsible for designing, specifying, permitting and
managing the construction of large commercial and
industrial solar projects.

of the first 30
registrants
and receive a
$300 discount!

For a complete course outline or to register, visit

solarprofessional.com/megawattdesign
A TECHNICAL TRAINING PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN
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Projects
Borrego Solar Systems

Anaheim Convention Center
Overview
DESIGNER: Aharon Wright, senior

design engineer, Borrego Solar
Systems, borregosolar.com
LEAD INSTALLER: Mike Daugherty,
senior project manager, Borrego Solar
Systems
C ou r te sy Bor re go S ola r S yste ms ( 2 )

DATE COMMISSIONED: August 2014
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 120 days
LOCATION: Anaheim, CA, 33.8°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 5.18 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:

88°F 2% avg. high, 36°F extreme min.
ARRAY CAPACITY: 2.372 MWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION: 3,579 MWh

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 7,908 Yingli Solar YGE-U72

YL300P-35B, 300 W STC, +3/-0%,
8.37 Imp, 35.8 Vmp, 8.86 Isc, 45.2 Voc
INVERTERS: 3-phase 12 kV medium-

voltage service interconnection; four
Advanced Energy AE 500NX-HE, 500
kW rated output, ±600 Vdc maximum
input, ±330–550 Vdc MPPT range
ARRAY: Bipolar; 12 modules per source
circuit (3,600 W, 8.37 Imp, 429.6 Vmp,
8.86 Isc, 542.4 Voc); 7–16 source
circuits per combiner, 12 combiners per
inverter; array total: 659 source circuits,
2.372 MWdc
ARRAY INSTALLATION: TPO roof
membrane, SunLink Core RMS racking
system, 202° azimuth, 5° tilt
SOURCE-CIRCUIT COMBINERS: 48
Bentek Bipolar Integrated Disconnect BTK 16D 200 A, 1 Bentek Bipolar
Integrated Disconnect BTK 12D 100 A,
15 A fuses
ARRAY RECOMBINERS: Three Bentek

Bipolar recombiners, 12-pole, circuit
breakers; one Bentek Bipolar recombiner, 14-pole, circuit breakers
SYSTEM MONITORING: AlsoEnergy

with kiosk display
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he $5.7 million Anaheim Convention
T
Center PV project was commissioned in August 2014. At the time
of interconnection, the 2.372 MWdc
installation was the largest city-owned,
roof-mounted array on a convention
center in North America. Borrego Solar
Systems designed and installed the
system, which Anaheim Public Utilities
owns and manages.
The array comprises 7,908 Yingli
Solar modules that cover 300,000 square
feet on three rooftops of the convention
center. SunLink’s Core RMS galvanized
steel racking system minimizes ballast
requirements by connecting both northsouth rows and east-west array sections
to form a structural grid that disperses
loads across the array.
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The system’s bipolar Advanced
Energy AE 500NX-HE inverters require
compatible array aggregation components. Bentek source-circuit combiners
and recombiners designed for bipolar
arrays meet this need. Installed at ground
level, the four Advanced Energy inverters feed a 2,500 kVA 480 Vac–to–12 kVac
transformer interconnected with the
convention center’s 12 kV service.
Clear lines of communication are
critical when working with a large facility such as this one. Faced with heavy
traffic from a full calendar of events,
Borrego Solar’s team met weekly with
convention center staff and subcontractors on-site to present 3-week “lookaheads.” This coordination resulted in
a nimble construction team that could
mobilize crews and move equipment
and staging areas as needed to stay
clear of convention center operations.
“Installing solar on the convention center
furthers the city’s commitment to renewable energy initiatives. Anaheim was able
to add a cost-effective renewable resource
that utilizes the abundant sunlight we are
fortunate to have in this region.”

—Dukku Lee, general manager,
Anaheim Public Utilities

THE SOLAR INDUSTRY IS EVOLVING,
AND WE’RE LEADING THE WAY.

Superior racking is the foundation of success in solar. As the industry transforms,
we’re building on our racking legacy with a full range of fixed-tilt and tracker products
and services for your every project need. Big or small, simple or complex, our solar
energy solutions will help you overcome obstacles and achieve greater success.
Discover the power of what’s possible, with SunLink.

415.306.9837
SUNLINK.COM

Visit SunLink.com/groundmounts to discover which SunLink solution is the perfect fit for your next project.
JOIN US AT BOOTH 2522 AT SOLAR POWER INTERNATIONAL.

Your Partner for the Long Run...
See us at
Booth #2320!

▸ NEC 2014 Compliance
▸ Advanced Grid Features
▸ Celebrating 10 Years
▸ Backed by 100 Years of

RELIABLE. BANKABLE. SERVICEABLE.
Built for the real world

www.solectria.com | inverters@solectria.com

